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FOREWORD

This workshop, entitled Future Directions On Electron-Ion Collision Physics,
was sponsored by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and held at Clark
Atlanta University (CAU), April 9 and 10, 1992. CAU was chosen as the site for the
workshop because of strong interest at LLNL in the encouragement of minority
participation in physics, and as part of long-standing LLNL support for the schools in the
Atlanta University Center Complex. This workshop was the fourth in a series of
workshops which have addressed important issues in electron-ion collision physics. The
first of these was Indirect Processes in Electron-Ion Scattering, held at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory on June 22-23, 1983, and it was followed by Dielectronic
Recombination: Coordination of Experiment and Theory, held at Rollins
College on January 17-18, 1985. The third workshop was held at LLNL on June 20-22,
1988 "and was entitled Electron-Ion Collision Theory and Computation.

The goal of the workshop was to bring together people who are actively working in this
fieldto discuss some of the current technical difficulties and to identify and explore areas
for future theoretical and experimental investigations. Assessing the future of this field at
this time was particularly important in light of the significant experimental and theoretical
developments which have occurred since our last workshop, in 1985. Heavy-ion storage
rings, electron-coolers, and the Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT), have produced an
impressive array of new experimental results, especially on dielectronic recombination.
Extensive work on the merged-beams energy-loss technique has resulted in new
measurements of electron-impact excitation cross sections. On the theoretical side, the
independent-process approximation has been successfully employed for accurate
calculations of cross sections for complex resonance processes which occur in electron
collisions with highly charged ions; and the R-matrix method has been shown to be
extremely effective for studying electron collisions with ions in low charge states, where
coupling effects are important. New relativistic electron impact excitation and ionization
codes have been developed and are being used to study electron collisions with very heavy
ions; and the time-dependent descriptions of electron-ion collisions show great promise.
Massively parallel computers provide the potential for dealing with much larger problems,
but new numerical methods which take advantage of this panicular architecture will be
required before these machines will have a significant effect on calculations for electron-ion
collisions.

The workshop was held over a period of two days and was divided into two sessions each
day. The topics were: Synergistic Coordination of Theory and Experiment;
New Theoretical and Computational Methods; Needs and Applications for
e-Ion Collisional Data; and finally, Relativistic Effects, Indirect Processes,
Resonances, etc. In each of these sessions there were interesting and .spirited
discussions regarding the present status of this field and its future development.

This document contains a summary of each session, written by the Session Chairperson,
and a summary of each invited presentation, written by the speaker. In some cases the
speakers have selected vu-graphs from their presentations to accompany the summaries. In
some other cases all of the vu-graphs used in the presentation are included. In addition, a
number of the other participants submitted brief communications related to their
contributions at the workshop, and these have been included. We hope that this format
will serve as a coherent and useful overview of the workshop.

Kennedy J. Reed and Donald C. Griffin
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Summary of Session
on

Synergistk Co-ordination of Theory and Experiment

R.A. Phaneuf

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

This opening session of the Workshop addressed the close links between experimental and

theoretical research efforts in electron-ion collisions that have been so important in

increasing our fundamental understanding of these processes.

The first scheduled presentation was by Peter Beiersdorfer of Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, who began by quoting Webster's dictionary definition of synergism:

"the action of two or more organisms to achieve an effect of which each is individually

incapable." He then presented two specific examples of synergy in electron-ion collisions.

The first example was the measurement of electron-impact excitation cross sections for He-

like Ti and Sc ions on EB1T at LL.NL via high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy. The linear

polarization of the emitted photons was also measured, providing information about

magnetic sublevel populations. Large discrepancies were found between these

measurements and earlier theoretical calculations, prompting a major new theoretical effort

by Sampson and Zhang of Penn State University. They considered excitation to specific

magnetic sublevel s, and hence linear polarization and angular emission. Resonances, as

well as radiative redistribution of level populations were included. The radiative

recombination cross section was also re-calculated with allowance for polarization and

angular emission effects, since the excitation measurements are normalized to this cross

section. The improved calculations predict the experimental cross-section magnitudes for

excitation from the 'So to the lP[, 3P2,3Pi and 3Si Jevels. The energies of the observed

resonance structures are also quite well reproduced, although some of their predicted

magnitudes differ from the measurements.

The second example of synergism was a comparison of plasma measurements and

theoretical predictions of the ratio of the total intensity of forbidden and inter combination

lines to that of the resonance line for electron-impact excitation of H-like Ti20+. TFTR



Tokamak measurements and the theory of Dubuu et al. for this ratios agree at temperatures

above 1.4 keV, but they diverge at lower temperatures. The measured ratio in TFTR

exceeds the prediction by almost an order of magnitude at 650eV. Similar discrepancies are

observed for He-like Ni in TFTR, and for He-like Fe observed in solar flares. Whether

this discrepancy is due to uncertainty in the atomic physics, the plasma physics, or perhaps

both, is still an unresolved issue. Such large discrepancies have, however, generated a

basic mistrust in the reliability of the atomic cross sections, especially for determining

plasma transport in tokamaks. The TEXT Tokamak provides access to lower electron

temperatures and densities than TFTR, so that similar measurements there may permit a

decoupling of atomic and plasma effects. This will be essential for determining tokamak

plasma transport from spectroscopic measurements. Similar line-ratio measurements on

EB1T agree within 5% with calculations of Dubau et al. over a wide energy range, but

exceed close-coupling calculations of Pradhan by about 25%. This suggest that plasma

effects probably piny an important role in many environments at low temperatures. It will

also be necessary to know ionization rates better to than 40% in order to resolve the

transport issues.

Beiersdorfer concluded by admitting that the mistrust of plasma physicists in atomic

physics is probably justified historically, but the high-grade experimental and calculational

resources currently available place a reliable atomic database within our grasp. This can

only be accomplished synergistically by experimentalists and theorists working in concert,

and it will be our responsibility to "write the bock" and do it well. In the ensuing

discussion, some doubts were expressed as to whether all the proven tools to accomplish

this task actually exist at the present time.

The second scheduled presentation was by Mitch Pindzola of Auburn University, who

began with a near-threshold comparison of experiment and theory for 3s-3p excitation of

Na-like "i-*+ by electron-impact. The absolute cross-section measurements were

performed using a new merged-beams electron-energy-loss technique developed at by

Gordon Dunn's group at JILA and implemented at ORNL. The simple electronic structure

makes this a particularly good test case for theory. The validity of the independent-

processes approximation for superimposing direct plus resonant contributions in a

distorted-wave calculation was tested by comparison with a 7-state close coupling

calculation that includes resonances and interference effects implicitly. While the Si 3 +

experiment favors the close-coupling result, it was unable to reproduce any of the predicted

resonance features due to practical limitation on the energy range accessible to the method



at that time. Experimental results using a similar technique were presented for excitation of

Zn+ by Ara Chutjian of JPL. It was pointed out by Pindzola that even with the advanced

atomic structure codes of today, energy levels and oscillator strengths for such ions with

complex electronic structures are quite uncertain. The problem with Zn+ is correlation in

the 3d shell.

The remaining comparison of experiment and theory presented by Pindzola focused on

contributions to electron-impact ionization cross sections due to excitation-autoionization

(EA). The first example was 3p-3d EA contributions to ionization of Ca+. The original

experiment was performed 20 years ago by Peart and Dolder, and has been verified more

recently by these san^e authors. New 13-and 31-state close-coupling calculations are in

somewhat better agreement with experiment than the earlier 4-state results, but differences

still exist at the 20% level. Term dependence and configuration interaction are critical

issues for this particular ion. Alfred Muller presented newer, higher-precision results from

Giessen that are in excellent agreement with previous work, but show resonance features

not predicted by theory. The general consensus was that this is a difficult theoretical

problem, and that experiment is clearly ahead of theory for complex, many-electron ions.

Similar comparisons were presented for Sc2+ and Ti-1+ as test of convergence of the close-

coupling expansions. While the agreement between experiment and theory is significantly

improved for Ti3 + , newer high-precision data of Muller et al. in Giessen for Sc2 + again

show resonance features not reproduced by the 21 -state calculation. In defense of theory,

it was noted that such EA contributions represent the sums over many individual excitation

cross sections, and that metastable states are probably a factor in the experiments. It was

also pointed out that the convergence problem for the close-coupling method is much more

severe for doubly-excited than for singly-excited levels. The inclusion of more singly-

excited states in the close-coupling expansion tends to damp the resonant features

associated with doubly-excited states.

In summary, Pindzola identified the major physics issues as the size of the required basis

expansion and the lack of radiation dampling in close-coupling calculations, and the

inability to represent interference between direct and indirect processes in the distorted-

wave method. The computational issues cited were the challenge of properly treating

relativistic and continuum coupling effects in high-Z, low-q systems and the need for

optical potentials at intermediate energies.



A number of informal presentations and considerable discussion followed the scheduled

talks. Don Griffin presented high-precision experimental results of Muller et al. on

tonization of Li+, which show features due to the exotic process of double excitation with

capture, followed by sequential double autoionization. The level of agreement between

experiment and theory was unsatisfying in this case and further work is needed. Yong-Ki

Kim pointed out a problem concerning the unaddressed discrepancy between newer and

older experimental results of Gilbody et al. for ionization of H. There is also a factor of 5

discrepancy between experimental results for double ionization of H from the Newcastle

and Louvain-la-Neuve groups.

The session ended appropriately with a humbling reminder by Gordon Dunn of the

dangerous "dark side of synergy." The example presented was the "clustering effect" of

the numerous measurements of ionization-excitation of N2+ from various laboratories,

which converged toward one theoretical result for an extended period of time. Then a

significantly different theoretical result appeared, and all subsequent measurements

converged toward the new value! This is a pitfall that both experimentalists and theorist

must avoid.



Synergism Between Experiment and Theory in Atomic Physics

P. Beiersdorfer

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

Webster's dictionary defines synergism as "the action of two or more organisms to achieve

an effect of which each is individually incapable". Atomic theory and atomic physics

experiments each are capable of producing high-quality results, but I would like to argue

that it is only through their synergistic interplay that they can solve the many outstanding

problems in electron-ion collision physics. This is especially true for such interdisciplinary

issues as the interpretation of puzzling data from fusion plasmas or astrophysical sources.

In the past few years we have witnessed the advent of many new powerful devices for the

study of electron-ion collisions such as EBIS and EBIT sources as well as heavy-ion

storage rings and electron coolers, which have allowed the study of electron collisions with

highly charged ions in unprecedented detail. With EBIT, for example, we study the

collisional excitation processes of any ion between Ne8+ and U8 6 + , including direct

electron-impact excitation, radiative cascade redistribution, dielectronic recombination,

resonance excitation, REDA, and innershell ionization. The advances in experiments are

matched by achievements in theoretical atomic physics. The expanded use of

supercomputing facilities, coupled with innovative theoretical techniques, has allowed the

calculation of atomic data and the modeling of atomic processes with unprecedented

accuracy. For example, to accurately predict the intensity of the 3-4 magnetic octupole

transition in nickel-like uranium1, it was necessary to calculate excitation cross sections and

radiative transition probabilities for over 40,000 transitions among several hundred levels

in the n=3,4,S shell, a task impossible a decade ago.

By combining state-of-the-art experiments and theory we, the atomic physics community as

a whole, now are able to provide definitive answers to many issues of electron-ion physics,

especially those involving highly charged ions. However, this is only possible in a

synergistic relation between experiment and theory. As an example, consider our

measurements of the electron-impact excitation cross sections of heliumlike Ti2 "̂1" as a

function of electron energy on the EBIT facility2. A comparison with theory showed no



agreement whatsoever. The reason was that existing cross section calculations were

inadequate to describe the KBIT results, because electron excitation in EBIT is

nonisotropic. New codes had to be developed that predicted the cross sections for each

magnetic sublevel separately-*. When all was completed, we accomplished much more than

we set out to do. Not only did \VB test collisional excitation theory; we also tested the

predictions of linear polarization and of the angular distribution of photon emission. I

believe this is a paradigm for synergism between experiment^ind theory. As if this was not

enough, the measurements also exposed the need for level-specific radiative recombination

cross sections; and, we are, at present, investigating the assumptions entering the

calculations of resonance processes.

The excellent agreement between experiment and theory that was finally achieved in case of

the EBIT titanium measurements is no routine accomplishment, nor did it happen by

accident. Instead, the agreement is the result of close, day-to-day coupling between

experiment and theory. The measurements were inspired by measurements of heliumlike

titanium on tokamaks4, where order-of-magnitude differences were found with theory. In

light of the EBIT results, the tokamak discrepancies now appear attributable to plasma

processes, not to poor atomic theory. To show this unequivocally, synergism between

atomic theory and experiment is a must.

Transport processes are well known to affect the emission from highly charged ions in

fusion plasmas. Thus, one would think it standard to use the emission from highly

charged ions to monitor transport processes. The argument one encounters, however,

against determining transport this way is that atomic physics does not know the excitation,

ionization, and recombination rates of hignly charged ions with sufficient accuracy.

Because of this argument, much critical information about plasma processes in tokamaks

(or solar Hares) contained in emission spectra is thrown away. Historically, the argument

is correct. However, today we have no excuse not to generate the atomic data necessary

for such important applications, as we have both, the experimental and theoretical facilities.

Now is the lime to tackle those issues in a synergistic effort and to provide definitive

answers to the issues in electron-ion collisions.

Work performed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under the auspices of the

Department of Energy under contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Level diagram and typical crystal-spectrometer spectrum of heliumlike titanium
observed on EB1T.

Fig. 2. Results of excitation cross section measurements of line z on EBIT and first
comparison with theory. Poor agreement is achieved.

Fig. 3. Overview of various efforts that were initiated by the poor agreement between
experiment and theory. The most important experimental one was the
measurement of polarization; the most theoretical one was the development of a
magnetic sublevel-specific code by the Penn State group.

Fig. 4. Two x-ray spectra observed under the same conditions except that each picks out
a different polarization component. The effect of polarization is dramatic. (From
Ref, 5.)

Fig. 5. Comparison of final experimental data with theory for all four heliumlike
transitions shows excellent agreement. Note that here we took into account not
only polarization, but also cascades from levels n=3,4 as well as resonance
contributions. Additional theoretical effort will undoubtedly increase the
agreement with experiment. Conversely, improved experimental techniques will
reduce the uncertainty limits. (From Ref. 2.)

Fig. 6. Experimental values and predictions for the total intensity of lines x, y, and z
relative to w in titanium. The data were obtained from maxwellian plasmas in the
TFTR tokamak and show a tremendous disagreement with at low temperature.
The theoretical values are from Dubau et al. (From Ref. 4.)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the EBIT data (integrated to provide rates) with two theories.
Unlike the tokamak data in Fig. 6, no huge differences are found. For the first
time we can rule out any known atomic process as cause for the discrepancy.

Fig. 8. Crystal spectrometer spectrum of 2p-3d transitions in various charge states of
gold. Note that the charge balance is very different for the two cases.

Fig. 9. Fit of the radiative recombination data for both cases in Fig. 8 provided the same
charge balance. The puzzle was resolved when the level-specific instead of term-
specific radiative recombination cross sections were used in the fit. (a) fit with old
set of cross sections; (b) fit with new set; (c) comparison of old and new cross
sections.



Fig, 10. Effect of diffusion in tokamak plasmas on the iron Koc emission. Assumed
diffusion coefficients are (a) D=5(KK) cm2/sec, (b) D=20,00Q cm2/sec. Although
the differences are striking, this method is not used to determine diffusion
coefficients, because we have to prove that we know how to calculate theoretical
spectra with high accuracy in the atomic physics part.

Fig. 11. Comparison of experimental spectra from the PLT tokamak with detailed
modeling spectra. The synthetic spectra include all charge states except the
heliumlike lines w through z and include profile and transport effects. The
agreement is very encouraging for their use in plasma diagnostics. (From Ref. 6.)
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The measurements sparked major new efforts

in theory and experiment

measurements of linear polarization

code developed for calculation of excitation to magnetic

sublevels

(Sampson, Zhang - Penn State)

e.g.: 3?2 -> |m 1=2,1,0

calculations of linear polarization and angular emission

calculate radiative redistribution of level populations

calculate resonances

polarization and angular emission of radiative electron

capture photons for normalization

more detailed electron capture calculations

Figure 3
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The x-ray emission is linearly polarized and looks different for

different observation angles
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Comparison of Theory and Experiment
for Electron-Ion Excitation and lonization

M. S, Pindzola and N. R. Badnell

Department of Physics,
Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849

D. C. Griffin

Department of Physics,
Rollins College, Winter Park, FL 32789

This paper is a brief summary of a talk given at the LLNL/C!ark-Atlanta Univ. Workshop

on Electron-Ion Collisions. In keeping with the nature of a workshop, the talk was

directed to a highly specialized audience. The idea of the talk was to give a quick overview

of our understanding of electron-impact excitation and ionization in atomic ions through a

series of examples which compared theory and experiment. The examples are: (1) electron

excitation of Si5+, (2) electron ionization of Ca+, and (3) electron ionization of Ti3+.

In Fig. 1, we compared a close-coupling and a distorted-wave calculation of Badnell et al.1

for the 3s -» 3p excitation in Si3+. The resonance structure in each calculation is due to

Si2+ autoionizing states attached to the 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d, and 4f excited states of Si3+. Since

the distorted-wave calculations presented here do not include the interference between the

resonance structure and the background excitation process, there are quite noticeable

differences in the results of the two methods. In Fig. 2, we compare the more accurate

close-coupling calculation with the merged-beams experiment of Wahlin et al.2 The

relatively large cross section and simple atomic structure serve as a good test case for the

emerging technology in the energy-loss spectroscopic technique. It would be interesting in

the future to push the experimental method to around 11 eV in order to verify the predicted

window feature in the close-coupling results.

In Fig. 3, we compare two close-coupling calculations of Badnell et al.3 for the electron

ionization of Ca+ with the crossed-beams experiment of Peart et al.4 Excitation-

autoionization contributions are found to be about 3 times larger than the background direct

ionization process. The excitation 3p64s -> 3ps3d4s gives the bulk of the excitation-

autoiomzation contributions. To shed light on earlier theoretical problems,5*6 the dashed

21



curve represents a 4-state close-coupling calculation. It is found to be important to include

all the LS terms within an excited configuration (9 for 3ps3d4s) so that a proper

distribution of collision strength can be achieved. In addition, the atomic structure for Ca+

is not simple, since strong term dependent effects exist for the 3p53d('P)4s 2P term.

In Fig. 4, the 26-state close-coupling calculations of Griffin et al7 are presented for the total

cross section from the 3p63d ground state to the 16 bound LS terms of the 3p53d2

configuration in Ti3+; the highest 3 terms of 3p53d2 are autoionizing and therefore

contribute to the ionization cross section. In Fig. 5, we compare the close-coupling

calculation for the electron ionization of Ti3+ with the crossed-beams experiment of Falk et

al.8 Again, once all the LS terms within an excited configuration (19 for 3p53d2) are

included in the close-coupling expansion, improved agreement with experiment is achieved

over earlier theoretical efforts.9 In addition, convergence of the close-coupling method for

excitation of the 16 bounds LS term is difficult; autoionizing decays to the 3p6nl singly

excited states of Tp + are found to be important to fairly high n and 1.

For the future, efforts are underway to extend the close-coupling method to highly-charged

atomic ions with the inclusion of some degree of radiation damping. On the other hand,

the distorted-wave method may be extended to lower charged atomic ions with the

inclusion of resonance-background interference effects. The computational task for low-

charged heavy atomic ions is formidable. The best research path appears to be a hybrid

physical model, non-perturbative (close-coupling) and perturbative (distorted-wave) and a

hybrid computational environment, shared-memory (sequential) and distributive memory

(parallel).

•This work was supported by the Office of Fusion Energy of the U.S. Department of

Energy.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Electron-impact excitation of the 3s -» 3p transition in SP+. Top graph: 7-statc

close-coupling calculation (Ref. 1); Bottom graph: distorted-wave calculation

(Ref. 1).

Fig. 2. Electron-impact excitation of the 3s —> 3p transition in Si3+ near threshold. Solid

curve: close-coupling calculation convoluted with a 0.2 eV Gaussian (Ref. 1);

experimental measurements from Ref. 2.

Fig. 3. Electron-impact ionization of Ca+. Solid curve: 13-state close-coupling calculation

(Ref. 3); dashed curve: 4-state close-coupling calculation (Ref. 3); experimental

measurements from Ref. 4.

Fig. 4. Electron-impact excitation to the 16 bound terms of 3p^3d- from the 3pf)3d

ground state of TP+ from a 26-state close-coupling calculation (Ref. 7).

Fig. 5. Electron-impact ionization Ti3 + . Solid curve: close-coupling calculation

convoluted with a 2.0 eV Gaussian (Ref. 7); experimental measurements from

Ref. 8.
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Summary of Session
on

New Theoretical and Computational Methods

J. N. Bardsley

Lawrence Livemore National Laboratory
Liverntore, California

This session was designed to review new methods for the calculation of atomic properties

and processes, to assess their accuracy and scope, and to identify areas for future work.

The first scheduled presentation was by Keith Berrington of The Queen's University in

Belfast, who described the standard approach using time-independent quantum mechanics.

Bound state wave functions are calculated by the configuration interaction technique, and

continuum states are obtained by the R-matrix method. A suite of codes has been written,

primarily by the atomic theorists in Belfast, London and Oxford, and has been distributed

freely to many groups throughout the world. This international collaboration has led to

mnre rapid validation of the codes, to new applications and to many improvements in the

components of the package.

The area in which this set of codes is preeminent is in the calculation of cross sections for

electron collisions and photoionization of atoms or ions at low and intermediate energies.

The recent development of two relativistic codes, one based upon the Breit-Pauli

approximation and the other using the Dirac formalism, opens up applications to heavy

atoms, but no calculations were reported for ionic targets with more than 25 electrons.

Examples of results for electron impact excitation of Li+, B 4 + , Fe+ and Fe 2 2 + were

presented, showing that the intricate structure of the cross sections can be well reproduced

by this method, provided sufficient channels are included. For open-shell targets, even at

low energies, many channels are needed and the required computer time can be large. For

example, in studies of fine-structure transitions in Fe+ by Berrington and Pradhan, 41

target states were included, giving rise to 8S3 channels in intermediate coupling. The

calculations required 200 hours of computing time on a CRAY-2 machine and 55M words

of storage.
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For molecular targets it is not yet clear whether the R-matrix approach is the best available

method, or whether current computers are sufficiently powerful for accurate calculations of

electron excitation or ionization. However, the results of Noble and Burke on electron

impact excitation of the lowest metastable state of O2 are encouraging.

Two recent developments promise to extend the range of processes that can be treated by

the R-inutrix approach. In past calculations, radiative transitions have been described by

perturbation theory, with the initial and final states being calculated by the R-matrix codes.

A collaboration is underway with the Brussels group to extend these codes to strong-field

situations and thus permit the study of multiphoton ionization. A better treatment of the

competition between radiative decay and autoionization world be valuable in the study of

heavy atoms or ions in which these two decay mechanisms can have similar magnitudes.

Electron impact ionization has also been treated by perturbation theory, through the use of

the distorted wave approximation, with the initial bound state and final continuum state of

the target computed by standard R-matrix methods. Work towards incorporating a 2-

electron propagator into the treatment of the external region has just begun. This will

permit the analysis of final-state correlation effects in electron-impact ionization and in near-

threshold excitation of autoionizing states.

Berrington concluded by outlining a very ambitious program of future developments,

organized into 19 categories. He gave most details on the "Iron Project", which is being

coordinated by David Hummer at the Max Planck Institute in Munich, and will involve

theorists from at least 11 institutions. The goal is to study the low stages of ionization of

Fe and its neighbors in the periodic table (e.g. Ti, Cr, Ni). Energy levels and radiative

transition rates will be calculated, along with the cross sections for electron impact collision

processes. Electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole transition rates will be obtained, as

well as the more familiar electric dipole rates.

The need for improved computational methods, to facilitate the inclusion of larger numbers

of channels and more complex descriptions of the wave functions in the interior region,

was stressed. The use of massively-parallel computers was illustrated by results from the

study of electron impact excitation of B4+ by McHugh.

It is ironic that short-lived atomic collisions are almost always described by time-

independent quantum mechanics. Two separate developments have led to a resurgence of
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interest in time-dependent methods. In multiphoton ionization experiments using lasers

with pulse lengths of the order of l(H ss, the external fields vary significantly on atomic

time scales. Secondly, it has been realized that it is difficult to treat correlation effects

between two continuum electrons in time-independent theories, because of the infinite

number of open channels. This latter problem, often referred to as the "Coulomb Three-

Body Problem", was the subject of the second invited talk. Illness prevented Chris

Bottcher from presenting this paper and.with only short notice, David Schultz gave an

excellent sur\ey of work performed by Bottcher, Don Madison and himself.

Schultz began by describing the classical orbits followed by electrons in near-threshold

ionization experiments. He concentrated on the connections between periodic and ionizing

orbits. He then showed how semi-classical propagators can be used to construct wave

functions for quasibound states and near-threshold ionization.

An alternative approach is to write the wave function as a product of three one-dimensional

spline functions and to demand that the wave fuction satisfies the time-dependent

Schrodinger equation at a set of points in configuration space. This leads to a set of

coupled differential equations for the expansion functions. The computed wave functions

are then analysed by calculating time correlation functions, spectral functions or by

projecting onto outgoing wave states.

These techniques have been shown to be very powerful in the study of multiphoton

ionization and other strong-field effects. However, few results are available in the context

of electron-ion scattering, and thus it is too early to judge whether they will lead to useful

computational algorithms for collision cross sections.

A lively discussion ensued, stimulated by the talks and four questions from the chairman:

1) Has the quantum theory of near-threshold ionization improved upon the classical picture

of Wannier, and have the experiments of Lubell et al. demonstrated non-classical effects?

2) In view of the disappointing results so far achieved using parallel processors, is it yet

time to invest the effort required to modify codes to run efficiently on such machines?

3) Can we develop a theory of the convergence of cross section calculations, or estimate

their errors, even in cases where the target wave functions are known accurately?

4) Is it appropriate to use R-matrix techniques at energies well above the ionization

threshold, where the number of infinite channels is infinite?

Divergent opinions were discovered on each issue.
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New Theoretical and Computational Methods
R-Matrix Calculations

Keith Berrington

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics
The Queen's University of Belfast

Belfast BT7 INN, U.K.
also

Theory and Computational Science Division
SERCDaresburvLaboratory, U.K.

The R-matrix method has become a standard tool for ab initio calculations of low energy

electron collision processes involving atoms and molecules. General and flexible

computer programs have been developed to describe electron collisions with atoms and

diatomic molecules, both neutral and ionized. Associated radiative processes such as

photoionization can also be described. These programs are in constant use by the

international community.

For example, the non-relativistic atomic R-matrix program (CPC 14, 367), is widely

used for calculating electron collision cross sections for light atoms and ions. Recently

this program was used by the Opacity Project (J. Phys B 20,6363), in order to calculate

accurate stellar opacities. (The Opacity Project is an international collaboration whose

goal is the systematic calculation of photoabsorption data for a complete range of ionic

and excited statess of astrophysically important elements.)

An overview of the theory and programs is given, pointing out both the strengths and

weaknesses of the current approach. Where possible, theoretical calculations should be

tested against experiment. This is illustrated with a few recent calculations on electron-

atom and electron-ion scattering, atomic photoionization and some Opacity Project

results. Examples involving electron-molecule scattering, molecular bound states and

photoionization are also discussed.

The introduction of relativistic effects into iow energy scattering is discussed, including

for example the "JAJOM" recoupling approach {CPC 15, 247), the Breit Pauli R-matrix

approach (CPC 25, 349) and the Dirac R-matrix approach (/. Phys. B 8, 2327; 14, L

261). The relativistic R-matrix codes have so far been applied to a few ions of Fc, Sc,



and Kr and to atomic Ar, Cu, Zn, Kr, Sr. Cs, Ba, Hg, Tl and Pb. The present status of

these programs is discussed together with some illustrative results.

A number of possible future directions of this research are discussed. Some of these new

directions are already under way. Some examples include the Iron Project (an

international collaboration to systematically calculate reliable electron impact rates for

ions of the Fe group of elements); the Intermediate Energy R-Matrix approach (Proc,

Roy, Soc. A 410,289); applying the R-matrix method to multiphoton processess (J. Phys.

B 24, 761), etc. Some are for the future such as handling the close-coupling

approximationwhen very lstge numbers of target states are involved; fiekld effects in

collisional and radiative processes; an R-matrix treatment of low energy ion-atom

collisions, etc. Finally it may be necessary to exploit new generations of parallel

supercomputers to make significant new advances in the field.
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BASIC ATOMJC AND MOLECULAR PROCESSES

Electron Collisions

e* +

e" + ABj

Photoionisalion

hv + Aj

hv + ABj

Multiphoton Processes

nhv + A:

(Ar-)* c- + Af

e" + ABf

e" + Af + Bp

Af" + B r

Af
+

me" +

Intermediate resonance states Ar* are of fundamental importance
Low Energies
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THE R.MATRIX METHOD

e- + A (N)
or

r < a

r = a

jjj. and djk obtained by diagonalizing:

once, for all total energies E:

Total Wavefunction H ' E = S AEk H'k
k

Inner region solutions matched at r=a to outer region solutions at specific E,
for each total angular momentum and parity (2S+1L7t or itt)

H N + i =
N+l N+l

Uj=continuum orbitals, solulions of a model single-channel scattering problem
subject to fixed boundary conditions. Buttle
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A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK - THE R-MATRIX METHOD

Introduced by Wigner and Eisenbud (1947) lo describe nuclear
reactions.

Developed and extended as an ab initio approach to describe a
wide range of atomic and molecular processes.

Configuraiion space didvided inio two (or more) regions

External External

sphere of radius a

Internal region

Electron-atom exchange and correlation important
Configuration interaction expansion adopted

External region

Electron-atom interaction weak or negligible
Wavefunction fitted to modified Bessel or Coulomb
functions

Burke and Robb, Adv. Atom. Molec. Phys. H (1975) 143-214
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SUMMARY OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Non-relativistic atomic program

Electron-atom and ion scattering, ionisation
Photoionisation, opacity calculations

Relativistic atomic program - Breit Pauli
Electron-atom and ion scattering
Photoionisation

Relativistic atomic program - Dirac
Electron-atom and ion scattering
Photoionisation - under development

Non-relativistic molecular program - diatomics
Electron-diatomic molecule scattering
Photoionisation

Non-relativistic molecular program - polyatomics
Electron-polyatomic molecule scattering
- under development

Multiphoton Processes
Multiphoton ionisation of atoms - under development
Laser assisted electron atom scattering -
under development
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EXTERNAL REGION CODES

ASYM

VPM

COUL

MRVAC

*STGF

*RPROP

Incorporates

STGB

Neutrals and ions - slow
(Norcross, CPC J_(1969) 88
Crees,CPC23 (1981) 181)

Neutrals - slow
(Croskery et al., CPC 22 (1982) 385)

Ions, uncoupled channels - fast
(Barnett et al., CPC

Bell et al., CPC)

Neutrals and ions
(Rudge, CPC M ( 1984) 187)

Ions, OP - fast
(Seaton, J. Phys. B18 (1985) 2111)

Neutrals and Ions - fast

^aluja et al, CPC.27 (1982) 299
Light & Walker, J. Chem. Phys._65_ (1976) 4272
Noble & Nesbet, CPC_3_3_ (1984) 399

(Burke and Noble, IQ 32 (1992))

Bound states, OP
(Seaton, J. Phys B I£ (1985) 2111)
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Users of Belfast R-tnatrix programs worldwide



R-mntrix/Qnacitv Project Codes

En

C1V3

inner
region

loop over

STGB

loop ovej bound slates

B

STGBB

ergy levels

Target Ion
V SUPERSTRUCTURE lines of

code:

— STG1

STG2

STGH

radial integrals (vector)

angular integrals (scalar) (sLn loop)

diagonalizalion (vector + microtask)

loop over sLn

25k

STGF STGD

STGBF

hv + A

t" - values

STGFF

Phoio-ionization
cross-sections

Free-free
opacity

Collision
strengths

25k

Damping
constants

From: Berringion el al, J. Pliys. B 2L» (1987) 6379
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J, Wiys, B: At. Mol, Opi. Phys. 24 (1^1) 1411-1421. Primed in iho Uk

Theory and experiment in the electron impact
excitation of Li+

K. A Berrington and S Nakazaki

1 r

.1

1 1 r

1S - 23P

0 A " 2 , , n=3 n=4
I I

4.5 5.5

Electron energy, Ryd.

Figure 2. Collision strength for ihc electron impact excitation of Li+: I'S

-23P. , 19-staie R-matrix calculation (RM19); the black squares include
cascade ami are convolved over the I eV experimental energy resolution. V,
5-state unitarized DW of Grilling and Pindzola (1990); A, CCS calculation of
van Wyngaarden et al. (1979); — , CC5 calculation of Cliristensen and
Norcross with ls3Inl' resonances; D , CC11 calculation ot'GrilTcn and ]}indzola
(1990); I, experiment of Rogers et al. (1978);
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11)11-111 i~r

n = 3 n = 4 n = 5
' ' , ' ' • '

IS 155 1.6 165 17
Electron energy

mrrfTT

75 18 185

n = 4 n = S
1 , . , ! . . , . 1

I 0

1 55 16 165 17 I 75
Electron energy (Ryd)

18 165 19

Figure 4. Electron impact excitation of the ground state o!" helium to the (a) 23S and (b) 2lS states.

Full curve, 29-staie calculation; dotted curve, 19-state; chain curve, 11- staate calculation. A, 11

states (n < 3) with n < 5 target orhitals. Experiment: • Brongersma el al (1972).

(From Sawey et al (1990) J. Phys. B2J p. 4325)
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ELECTRON IMPACT ION1SATION

Developing techniques for one fast, one slow final electron: fast c described by

distorted wave, both initial (bound) and final (conitnuum) state described by c-c

expansion:

eg, e-+He-» e* + (He++e-)
fast slow

DCBNX - Jaekubowicz and Moores, J Phys. B14 3733 (1981)

R-matrix - Bartschat and Burke, J. Phys B2Q3191 (1987)

Electron collisions at "intermediate" energies

Infinity of excited states and ionisation channels

R-matrix inner region expansion includes terms in which both valence

electron and colliding electron are represented hy continuum basis;

represents loss of flux to highly excited and ionised channels.

Scholtz, Scott, Burke, J. Phys. B 21L139 (1988)
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The simple ls-2s-2p close-coupling approximation is seen to produce cross sections
which are too large

G
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U
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Thu *erk

Long «l •

(1980
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C«lU«*jr «t .1. (U67)

t>'2i-2p claft-couplinf
fi«udoiui<

-1 ! ! I I < I I I . t

2 3
Energy (Rydbergs)

A .

I

' '

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Integrated cross sections for (a) Is —• 2s, (b) Is —• 2p. The
pseudostate close-coupling result of figure (b) is thai of van Wyngaarden and
Walters (1986b).

From Scott et al, J. Phys. B22, 3074



I.K.R.M. COMPUTATIONAL DEMANDS

l a <r lun i l l(rN)un 2 , ,(rN + 1)
' « n l ' l n 2 ' 2

Suppose truncate i, ni \\ 11212 expansions at 10

—> 101() radial integral

—> Mamiltonian matrices of order 10^ x 105

—> Estimated 1016 floating-point-operations

for inner region vvavefuncton
~3 years at 100 Mflops!

Need new generation of parallel supercomputers?



ELECTRON ATOM AND ION R-MATRIX CALCULATION TO 1992

R D R R RR R

R

2 3 4 5 67 89 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 34 36 38 55 56 80 81 82

Number of Electrons

R = nonrelativisiic R-matrix

B = Breii-Pauli R-matrix

D = Dirac R-matrix
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ATOMIC PHOTOIONIZATION R-MATRIX CALCULATIONS TO 1992

z
——.H
He
Li
Be
B
C
N
O
F
Ne
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
Ar
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Or
Mn
Fe

Ni
Cu
Zn
Se
Kr
Sr
Cs
Ba
Hg
Tl
Pb

\
ooJ
ootol
ooocl
oooool
oooo oof
ooooooql
ooooo oo o|
o o o o o oo o"o|
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 Ol
OOOOOOOOO O Ol
OOOOOOOOO O 0 p)
OOOOOOOOO O 0 O (51

\
O O O O O O O O O O O O O 0 CI

O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O l
R *

O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 0 O O O O 01

L
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o l —

^^"^ -1 \ I 1

R L _
RLn_

1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2223 2425 2627 28 29 30 34 36 38 55 56 80 81 82

Number of Electrons

O = Opacity Project calculation and other R-Matrix calculation

R = R-Mitrix calculations.
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hv -f Ca II

Photon IPjrt3I

figur* 2. Plioioioni/ation cross section of Ihe ground stale or Ca*(3p*4s 2S'). Full and dolled (upper figure only) cun-es represent our calculations in Ihe length and
velocity form, respectively and crosses ma:k the positions of the observed points (Lyon ei at I9S7). Tlie ionization thresholds are indicated with vertical broken lines:
a. 3p'3d >r"; !>. Jp'.id J F \ c, 3p!3dC'D°, ' „ , 'F") ; d, 3p'4s yV. c. 3p»45 ' I ' 1 . Tlie labels a. 0 and y denote resonances due lo the d partial waves, as discussed in
section 3.

•O
ill

Miccznik, Dcriington, Burke, Hibbcrt, J. Phys. D 23, 3305 (1090)



R-MATR1X DIATOMIC MOLECULE PROGRAMS

Nuc. Moiion

VIBEX

Exi. Region

codes

K-mairix

processors

Generation

ot" target CI

+ PSEUDO-states

TMT2
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e" 4- O2

E
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00
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c
o
o
0)

o
o

10.0 -

0.0 5.0 10.0

Scattering Energy (eV)
15.0

Total cross sections for the excitation of the a1 A in units of 1018 cm2. Present

R-Matrix results, solid line; ERT results 6, long-dashed line; R-Matrix 'II partial

cross section, dot-dash line; R-Matrix 2IIU partial cross section, dotted line.

Experimental points of Linder and Schmidt14, triangles; Trajmar et al 33, crosses.

Noble and Burke, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1992)
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R-matrix Diatomic Molecule Codes

V̂
rti HI ~i ni

Multicentre molecular orbitals (fixed R)

single-centre continuum orbitals, linked thro

R-matrix to external region expansion.

Nuclear Motion

Ion-atom Channels Outer region

Electron-Molecule
channels

V; = fixed-nuclei R-matrix basis functions
S: = basis functions representing nuclear motion
Cjjk= obtained by diagonalizing TR + HN+1 + L

Schreider et al, J. Phys. B12 (1979) L365.

Gillar et al, J. Phys. B 20 (1987) 4585.
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Stale

Ground Stau
energy (a.u.)

>v

Previous
Theory

AE

O.4686c

0.545911

O.4,X62h

-1.I74511

Dipole

().y«S21e

0.39661'

0.74 3 2C

0

0

JLL

Uausclilicher and
LanyholT(iyyj)

AE length

4686 0.9802

5455 0.3973

-1X66 0.7212
5510 0.3.124

velocity

0.9796

0.3971

0.7170
0.3302

Present

AE

0.4644

0.5408

0,5667

0.5678

0.5785

0.5791

0 4818
0.5460

0.5678

0.5689

0.5791

0.5796

Work

-1.1684

Dipole

0.0934

0.4091

0.3059

0.2952

0.2223

0.2297

0.7390
0.3542

0.2846

0.2654

0.1986

0.1970

;| Ko!os and Wolnievvicz (1965)
h Rolhenberg and Davidson (1966)
c Kolos and Wulniewic/. (1968)
d Wulnicwic/. (1975)
c" Dressier and Wolniewiez (1985)

Table 8.2: Transition dipole.s in atomic unit.s lor excitation from the ground state to the lowest lying
lI ( 1 and Mly ol" H2 at the lixed equilibrium internuelear separation ol" 1.4 aQ. The excitation energies

AE are given in Hai trees.

Branchetl & Tennyson: J. Phys. B: (1992), to be published.
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I lc l l + + > Hull

Assignment

Is \2v

2s A^v

2I» B : n
2p C : l

3s D 2 1

3p E2n

3d F2I

3,1 G2n

3d H2A

3p 2v

4s ^1

4p 2 N

4,1 2v

4a 2 i i

4. 2v

41 21,

4l -A
4i 2<i>

4il 2A

4p 2v

5 , ' 2 A

5s 2v

5p -I I

5d 2v

Energy

-3.23215S

-3.094013

-3.O8OS95

-3.080895

-3.011379

-3.OOS489

-3.007627

-3.007228

-3.006284

-2.993210

•2.984321

•2.983156

-2.982844

-2.982665

-2.9S2561

-2.982537

-2.982478

-2.982351

-2.982263

-2.976391

-2.973717

-2.972142

-2.971571

-2.971411

M

-0.334

0.129

0.036

-0.435

0.117

0.046

0.023

0.012

-0.013

•0.450

0,114

0.044

0.024

0.013

0.007

0.005

0.001

-0.007

-0.013

-0.456

0.287

0.113

0.045

0.025

31339

28460

18506

13205

12570

12381

12294

12086

9217

7267
7011

6943

6903

6880

6875

6862

6835

6815

5526

4940

4594

4469

4434

Te (exp.)

31695

28888

18837

13307

12647

12430

12355

12136

7058

6931

6850

Table 6.2: Bound stales of HeH in Harirees at ihe fixed equilibrium iniemuclear separation of
1.455 a(). Ttf is the energy in em"1 relative to ihe ground slate of ihe ion, -2.951208 Hartrees;

H is ihe quantum delect mumher. The lasi column give the ionisaiion potentials deduced from
the experimental data of Ketlerle (1990).

Sarpal. Branchelt. Tennyson and Morgan: J. Phys. B 24 (1991) 3685-99
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DIATOMIC MOLECULE R-MATRIX

WORK DONE TO 1992

Hlociron collisions: lh 'IF CO N 2

O 2 NO HC1 F 2

HcM+ H o +

*osiiron collisions: Ih I IF CO N-
(also M)

Phoioionization: \h D->
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RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN STANDARD OP CODES

tfAJOM) (BP)

STG1

STG2

STGH

STGF

JAJOM

aFS

The standard R-matrix/OP codes can therefore be run in LS
coupling ojnvith relativistic effects.
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DIRAC R-MATRIX PROGRAMS

I
DVPM

(neutrals)

GRASP

DSTG1

DSTG2

DSTGH

(VloiV2)

DCOUL

(ions)

DASYP

(both)

DSTG4 Ore

(outer region programs same as in non-relativistic)
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DIRAC R-MATRIX PROGRAM

Based on GRASP2 relativistic atomic structure
package.

N+l „ N+l
Hglff = 2 h,D + 2

i l i j i

where one-body Dirac operator

_z,hi) = rm..n.4-fVc — 4 /
~ / M

Where CCj and pare the usual Dirac Matrices.

jjDirac commutes with J, Mj and II.

Wavefunctions built from single particle orbitals:

R-Matrix basis functions obtained from solutions of radial
Dirac equations, subject to relativistic boundary conditions.

Norrington and Grant, J. Phys. B20 (11987) 4869
GRASP2, Dyall, Grant et al , CPC55 (1989) 425
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Electron scattering by Fe xxw and Fe vtt

a i? i» JO ,n
tlt(»ron tn*rgy (Rydl

I . X-mairu collisian itrenglhi for the 'Sa to ' IT electron etciuuon of Pe x x m .
Curve A, Dirac five-state; curve 8. Breit-Piuli five-suie; curv: C, Dreii-Piuli ten-tiaie;
curve D, non-relativistic five-iute; curve E, non-rclinvistic (ive suic recoupled using
JA.IHM,

JAJOM
BP
DIRAC

NON-REL

0,030

002S -

0.010 -

REL

NON-REL

Kijure 2. Collision itrcngtht for (he 'S' lo *V' electron etcilJtion or F C X M I I .
fiveiuie reiults ibove !PJ thrnliold.
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RELATIVISTIC R-MATRIX

Work done to 1992

Electron Collisions:

Photoionization:

BE

Fe XXIII

Se XXV

Kg

Tl

Pb

Cs

C

N

Ca XVII

Ca XV

Fe II

Fe III

Zn

Ba

Hg

Dirag

Fe XXIII

Se XXV

Hg

Fe XXV

Fe VII

Kr XXIX
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Fe I I Term Diagram
Ryd.

SEXTETS" QUARTETS" DOUBLETS

.8

.7

.6

.5

.4 63d64p

3dTD)4p
.3

.1

— ^ ,s 2

3d 4s JT33d64s

3d°fD)4s "D

0 - — S«D 3^?

3d°4p

3d64s

3d7

~
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FE 11 electron excitation collision strength, 3D6(SD)4S 6D9/2-3D7 %a (a) at low impact
energies, (b) at higher energies, — , 16-level R-matrix - - -, 41-level R-matrix • t
distorted-wave

5

0 .05 .1
Electron energy, Ryd.

1 .2 .3
Electron energy, Ryd.

.5
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Berrington and Pradhan

SizeofFe+ F. S. Problem

41 target states • 820 Transitions (J-J1)

853 channels in intermediate coupling.

Required 200 hrs. CRAY-2 add 55 records

To extend to Photoabsorption -

need new generation of parallel supercomputers?
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e- + B V

1.172 | 1.212 I 1.252 | 1.29201 | 1.33201 |
1.192 1.232 1.272 1.31201 1.35201

ENERGY

FIRST PARALLEL R-M ATRIX CALCULATION

McHugh, Msc Theses (1991)
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THE IRON PROJECT

Provisional list of participants:

Queen's University Belfast Observatorier d'Paris-meudon

Berrington, K.A, (UK coordinator) Zeippen, C. J.

Bell, K. L. Qhservatoire de la Cote d'Azur (Nice)

Burke, P. G. Tully, J. A.

Burke, V. M. Institut f. Astronomic u. Astrophysik (Munich)

Eissner, W. Butler, K.

Hibbert, A. Lennon, D. J.

Kingston, A E. Max Planck Institut f. Astrophysik (Munich)

Scott, M. P. Hummer, D. G. (Project coordinator)

University College London IBM Venezuela (Caracas)

Moores, D. Mendoza, C.

Peach, G. Ohio State University (Columbus)

Seaton, M. J. Pradhan, A. K.

Saraph, H. E. University of Illinois (Urbana)

Storey, P. J. (UK coordinator) Yan, Yu

Royal Holloway and Bedford New College

Taylor, K. T.

Cambridge University

Mason, H.
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The "Iron Project"

Iron will not be the only species considered but it was thought important to choose a
tille which would stress the emphasis on heavy species or complex atoms, as well as
difficult cases in general. For seeking support or making the work known it is good
to have a short and striking title.

Problems to be tackled:

1. The lowly-ionized ions of Fe and its neighbours (Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni).

2. Radiative data for fine-structure levels (n smaller than or equal to 10;
El, F.2 and M1 transitions).

3. Collision rates for various transitions.

4. Other processes (recombination, inner-shell, free-free,. . .).

5. Interface with applications (eg. opacities, plasma modelling).

Initial aims (by July 1992)

1. Fine structure effective collision strengths for transitions in ground state
complex for all OP ions, using OP targets.

2. Program developments for E2 and M1 transitions.
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THE OPACITY PROJECT

ELEMENTS TREATED

Cosmic Abundances of the Elements

i i i i i i i i i i i i i r i i i i i I i i i i i

Ne Mg Si S
Na Al
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HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE-

Real science at last
David Lindley

0.0
1,937.0 1.937.5 1,938.0

Wavelength (A)

1,938.5 1.939.0

FIG. 1. New (bottom) and old (top) spectra of x Lupi.

Nature 351 June, 1991 p.441.
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Present R-Matrixwork > future

1. The IRON Project (OP team + . . . )

2. Intermediate Energy R-Matrix (IERM)

- excitation at IE and for highly excited states
- ionization (development of 2e" propagator)

(QUB, DL, Meudon: J. Phys. B22 (1989) 3055)

3. R-Matrix - Roquet

- Multiphoton ionization
- e" -atom collisions in intense em fields

(QUB, Meudon, Brussels: J. Phys B24 (1991) 761)

4. Polyatomic Molecule R-Matrix

- based on MOLECULE-SWEDEN
(UK, USA)

5. Charge transfer in ion-atom collisions

(Bell, Berrington, Gillar, McLaughlin)

6. Collisions with heavy atoms and ions

7. Radiative decay of resonances
8. Photoionization and bound-bound data for fine-structure

transitions (atoms, ions)

9. Photoionization and angular distributions

- exists on atoms and singly-charged ions
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10. Upper atmosphere/planetary applications (Fe+!)

11. Structure of ionic molecules

- search for stable states of doubly-ionized mols.

12. Photoionization and bound-bound data for diatomic
molecules and ions

13. e" - diatomic Mols. - angular distributions

14. Atomic free-free transitions and photodetachment

15. Innershell ionization of atoms

- fine structure - excited initial states

16. Atoms in crystals

17. Nuclear reactions

18. Close-coupling large numbers of states

19. Computational aspects

- parallel/super computers
- databases

20. Anything else? Collisions & fields
- suggested during discussions.
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The Coulomb Three-Body Problem: A Progress Report

C. Boucher and D. R. Schultz
Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6373

and

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

We have been examining some of the outstanding conundrums in the Coulomb three-
body problem, all of which are closely interrelated. In particular, we have addressed:

• The regularization of the caustics which occur in the semiclassical breakup
amplitude; e.g., when the hyperspherical angle a - »0 , or at included angles
q of order E'l>4-

• Identification of bound orbits which analytically continue the Wannier
breakup states to energies below threshold.

The first issue is resolved by going to the next approximation beyond the semiclassical
time-dependent formulation. Almost any approximation in which the amplitude is
allowed to be complex is free of anomalies. Scrutiny of these expressions suggests that
the wave function is well represented by the usual eikonal along a classical trajectory
times a Gaussian ansatz normal to the trajectory. This concept leads to a solution of the
second problem, since the ansatz is applicable to orbits which cross themselves without
quite closing — we call these pseudoperiodic orbits. It is possible to locate extensive
classes of such orbits, which, in fact, connect to the Wannier escape trajectories.
Energies, resonance widths, and oscillator strengths are readily calculated. The theory is
quite general but in the talk we focus on rotating planar configurations of the system
e~H+e~ (whose bound states are H"). We assume a nonzero total angular momentum L,
for which the semiclassical solutions are better behaved.

As an alternative approach, we are developing accurate time-dependent solutions of
the two-electron atom. For any symmetry, the wave function is expanded in the
Hylleraas representation in terms of a finite set of functions of the intrinsic coordinates
(r|,r2,6). These functions are represented in turn as products of basis splines. As a first
test of the methods, we have constructed an autoionizing state (2s2) by Feshbach
projection, and observed how it decays under the full interaction. The decay is
exponential at a rate close to that predicted by other means. The continuum is simulated
in a Finite domain by adding an imaginary absorbing potential outside the range of the
bound states.

This research was sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400
managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. Its early stages were carried out at the
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, supported by
the National Science Foundation under Grant No. PI IY89-04035.
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ADVANCES IN THE COULOMB THREE-BODY PROBLEMt

C. Boucher
Physics Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6373

and

Institute for Theoretical Physics
University of California

Santa Barbara, CA 93106

1. Model in 2D with angular momentum

2. New classes of orbits

3. Pseudoperiodic orbits — heuristic quantization

4. Semiclassical propagator—removal of caustics

5. Calculation of quasi-bound states

6. Scattering theory of resonances

*Work sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400
managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. Its early stages were carried out at the
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, supported by
the National Science Foundation under Grant No. PHY89-04035.
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1« Model in 2D with Angular Momentum

Hamilionian of H- (e+p+e):

W = -( /??+ /??)+ + —- -T + -T + terms in 8
Z V r l+ r2 rl rZJ 4 VI rl)

terms in 6 (omitted for present but no difficulty in principle)

£ = Mai angular momentum

i) Full 3-body dynamics

ii) L^O regularizes at rj, rn, R -* 0

^ = (ri,r2) = (Rcosa.Rsina) as usual

6 « e

Fig. 1. Coordinates defined.
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2. NewClasses of Orbits (II & FID

I, II represented
by caustics!

Fig. 2. Schematic Plot of New Orbit Classes

Recall that outgoing Green function G + is constructed from bundle of orbits emanating
from point, say A.

I: Original ionization (Wannier orbits)

II: Also ionizing (Wannier) but reflect off axis at P

III: Analytic continuation of II, but bounded and almost periodic!
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3. Psendoneriodie Orhiis

n s Ridge 1
Saddle]

Pig. 3. Schematic Plot of Ridge and Saddle Orbits

Only two classes of
periodic orhits!

But any number of
pscudoperodic orbits!

Heuristic quantisation

SA P = (K - \U2

(express periodicity &
standing wave between points
of reflection; N.K inseuers.

I-i!*- •'. Schematic plot illusiratiiu
autoiom/.ing orbits
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4. Semiclassieal Propagators

Fig. 5. Coordinates Defining the Orbits

classical orbit and first variation

The semiclassical propagator is

G =

«%)= f*— (defined)
Jo p

S is !he classical action

iics when TJ = o!

Real pan
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5. Wavefunctions of Quasi-Bound Slates

However if a,p\Y are functions of t, determined by Kohn variational for stationary
Schrodinger equation

> caustics are removed

(a,p,y satisfy second-order differential equations)

For quasi-bound state use Gaussian about pseudo-periodic orbit: suggested by GSiC!

<$(%,) + — .' |i = 0,1 for ± symmetry

Energy is stationary if:

<p = S( %) => 2A/TC around loop

£n is node /. SAP
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always stable)

Fig. 6. Behavior Near the Reflection Point P

The "potential" "k is essentially a 5 function at P, hence y has node here. Operationally,

let Q have (R = Ro, v = -vo), whence (N,K,E) are functions of {Ro,vo).-. integer values

of N,K =
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6. Scattering Theory

+ oo

a b

Potential
constructed
from ka, X\y

Fig. 7. Potential Seen Along the Trajectory

Transition a —» a or b on passing through A is a classic "bifurcation" problem — solution

is analogous to symmetric charge transfer — let Wgn(^) be ground-state energies
for a ± b [note symmetry is essential] and

•'• Pa-*b = •y '« : P. Crossing probability
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6. fcontinued^

« • - •

Oforsinp -> 0

Qualitative K-dependencc

small K, large P =» broad T^K. less stable classically, A =* °o as L - • 0

large K, small p => narrow T j ^ , stable classically

Note: oscillator strengths, fNK - )

• TC,

Q

Fig. 8. Illustration of the Orbital K-dependencc
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6. fContinued)

If

Then

and

Sohaion: T2 = e '^+ 2«+«)fi=-

Resonances where

For N large,

So = 2nC 12\ENf; [c = eff. clmrge ~ | V 2

|nore: a,P depend on K, understood]
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Summary of Session
on

Needs and Applications for e-Ioii Collisional Data

R. E. H. Clark

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Gordon Dunn summarized the current situation of atomic and molecular data needed for

study of edge regions in plasmas. The typical plasma conditions are temperatures ranging

from 2-2Q0 eV, densities of 1Q12-1O1S cnv3 and charge states from neutral to +9. The edge

region can have a crucial influence on global plasma behavior and parameters and can

influence the stability of the plasma.

For heavy particle (II, D, T) collisions on atoms and atomic ions, there is some data,

particularly for light elements. For heavier targets, there is little information available.

Molecular data is still scarce. Data are needed for electron impact excitation and ionization

and for dissociative processes for molecules.

For atomic ions, things are in somewhat better shape. Cross sections for electron-impact

single ionization including resonances is nearly complete for edge plasmas. However,

information for multiple ionization is spotty. There is no theory to speak of and this

process can be important in the edge region.

For radiative recombination tabulations arc available mainly through the opacity results.

Di-electronic recombination is either done or doable. There is excellent agreement with

experiment for An=O, 1. Electric field and density effects need to be tested. There are still

problems in low charge states for complex ions.

The data base for electron-impact excitation is in good shape. Cross sections are accurate

to 10-20** for the best calculations. However, most comparisons transitions and for An>0

need to be made.



Anil Pradhan presented a talk on data available and needed iii astrophysics, fusion research,

and lasers.

The opacity project is announcing the availability of results. The new opacities will replace

crude estimates and analytic fits used in the past. This will improve a wide variety of

modeling efforts.

One remaining problem is for heavier elements, iron in particular, at low charge states.

There is very little relk'Me data for Fe 1-Fe XII. Detailed calculations on these ions are

reaching the limits of the Cray Y-MP, but may be possible. This has given rise to the "iron

project."

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) gives rise to special problems. This is a non LTE

problem so thai all rates are needed simply to get the ionization balance. The densities are

high (~10—), so plasma effects need to be included. The high densities also means that

many excited slates are populated and this requires rates from excited to excited states.

Currently, there are not enough data available.

In magnetic fusion the density is much lower (~1014). However, it is still a non LTE

plasma. Special processes may be important for modeling, such as recombination

enhancement from charge exchange.

Modeling of lasers requires very accurate atomic data. As an example, there is current

interest in Ni-like Ta. Accurate data are needed for the 3d94p, 3d94d, and 3d1 0

configurations, and electron correlation and relativistic effects must be included. In

summary data both first and second row elements are near completion. The third row of

the periodic table has been partially studied. However, there are problems with S+ and

Si+. There is inadequate configuration interaction and incomplete eigenfiinctien expansion.

From the fourth row on, there is relatively little work finished. A review paper for Atomic

Data and Nuclear Data Tables is currently in press.

Bob Clark discussed the set of codes used at Los Alamos to generate atomic data and to

model LTE and non LTE plasmas. Currently, energy levels, oscillator strengths, electron

collisional excitation and ionization cross sections, photoionization cross sections, and

auioionization probabilities can be calculated and used in modeling. Thousands of levels

and millions of transitions can be included. These codes have been used to calculate
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transmission of x rays through an LTE aluminum plasma with excellent agreement with

experiment. Calculations of radioactive power loss from carbon at conditions typical of a

plasma edge were made and compared with other theoretical results with good agreement.

It was pointed out the Cowan's modified plane-wave-Born cross sections gave close to the

same results as distorted wave cross sections. The codes have also been applied to find the

ionization balance in conditions applicable to the Se x-ray laser. The codes will then be

used to calculate gain coefficients.

Doug Sampson gave a presentation on the factorization method being used at Penn State for

the calculation of electron-impact ionization cross sections. These cross sections are

rchuivistic and it would take a prohibitive amount of computer time to calculate large

amounts of data. However, the radial integrals vary slowly as a function of nuclear charge

for a given isoelectronic sequence. Calculating the radial integrals requires most of the

computing time, but it may possible that these integrals can be determined tor a few values

of Z and interpolated to any value of Z. Then the mixing coefficients and angular factors

can be used to generate the cross sections. Doug also showed how the Breit interaction

becomes important for some transitions as Z increases
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Electron - i on Collisions in the Plasma Edge

Gordon H. Dunn

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Institute of Standards and Technology

Boulder, CO 80309-0440

Abstract

The electron-ion coUisionui database required for modeling and diagnostics of the fusion

plasma edge is briefly examined from the points of view of 1) experimental and

theoretical means for obtaining the data, 2) relevant physical processes, 3) limitations on

the data, and A) availability and quality of the data for relevant species. Both molecular

and atomic ions are considered.
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EDGE PLASMA PROPERTIES

TEMPERATURE : 2 - 200 eV

DENSITY : 1O12 - 1OIS cnV:

CHARGE STATES : 0 - 9

D Enhanced localized losses

• Large energy losses

• Hydrogen recycling

G Creation of plasma particles

G Plasma-wall =» impurity species

Crucial influence on global plasma behanior and parameters. Lability/Instability )

SPECIES IN EDGE PLASMA

SPECIES

H, D , T

H,, D3, Tj

He, He+ , He3+

Li

Be

C

0

Ne

Al

Si

ABUNDANCE, %

£ 50

£ 5 0

£ 10

£ 30

£ 10

£ 10

£ 5

£ 2

£ 2

£ 2

SPECIES

Ar

Ti

Cr

Fe

Ni

Cu

Mo

\V

CO, CO\ HCO*

ABUNDANCE, %

£ 2

S 2

£ 2

£ 2

•£ 2

5 2

£0.1

£0.1

£ 10

£ 10



MOLRCUMS AND MOLECULAR IONS

• Internal Degrees of Heavy Particles Can Strongly Influence Electronic Processes.
Very necessary to know, e.g. vibrational slate population distributions.

• Processes important:

Excitation
Dissociative Excitation

lonization
Dissociative lorixation

Recombination
Dissociative Recombination

• Important Properties

Cross Sections

Angular Distributions of Dissociation Products

Energy Distributions of Products
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ATOMS AND ATOMIC IONS

O Targets" may be undefined lo the CMCM that electronic metastable slates play a
role.

O Processes Important:

D lomzaiion
Direct
Indirect

• Recombination
Radiative
Dielectronic

• Excitation
Direct
Indirect (resonances)

10NI2ATI0N - ATOMS
in the edge plasma

O Data base for single ionization is in quite good shape except for a few isolated spots
and for heavy metals.

O Data base for multiple ionization is 'potty. Theory is ragged and experiments are
relatively few.



ELECTRON-IMPACT SINGLE IONI2ATIQN OF IONS MOST UKCLY TO BE FOUNO
IN THE PLASMA EDGi

IONIZATION

i ELEMENT

Helium

Lithium

Beryllium

j Boron

1 Carbon

Oxygen

Magnesium

Aluminum

, Silicon

Chlorine

Titanium

Chromium

1 iron42

Nickel43

1 Copper

[ Galium

Molybdenum

1 Tungsten

1 CHARGE OF TARGET ION

1 +1
A

A

B

B

-JLJ
A

B

B

d*

B

A

A

B

B

B

A

A

+ 2

A

bs

A

A

A

B

B

ds

B

A

ds

B

c

B

B*

+ 3

as

B

A

A

ds

c

B

d?
A

es

c

B

B

B*

+ 4

as

B

B

d,

ds

B

d f

d,

e?

c

c

B'

+ 5 j +6

a*

A

c*
c

B

B

ds

es

B

B

e

8"

B

cs

cs

B

ds

A

8

B

+ 7

a*
ds

c

B'

d»
ds

A

b

B

+ 8

cs

c

c%

ds

A

b

B

+ 9

Q

b

d,

d t

d.

ds

B

b

Accuracy: A < 10%; B 10-25%; C 25-50%; D 50-100%; E >100% Upper
> case: From Experiment; Lower case: From Theory; lower case with subscript s:
1 scaled using various methods.
| * work currently underway, preliminary data.
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Q Tiihtl&tioas exist far essentially all stages of ionimtion far species found
in edge plasma* More accurate wmk in progress, e.g. Opacity Project.
Conservatively, accuracies are probably good to ±50% and more likely
good to ±20% or better,

D More comparisons with experiment are called for to be able to more
definitely assess accuracies. However, most comparisons so far fit into the
above limits except for a few "peculiar" cases.

DIELECIXONIC—"
O TSieoretical calculations either done or "quickly " double for essentially any

specks and charge state for zero density case. Excellent agreement with
experiment for a number of highly charged species using cooler beams,
EBIT, or Tokamak plasmas, both for An s 0 and An - /, Accuracies
probably readily obtainable for zero density ai about ±,30%,

Q However, for moderate charge states characteristic of edge plasma, there
are lingering "probable" diagreemenis between theory and experiments.
Only one definitive test of field effects, and density effect tests are non-
existent (?) and are probable to be more important than field effects,
NEW THRUST FOR TESTING FIELD, DENSITY EFFECT
PREDICTIONS IS CALLED FOR

EXCITATION IN EDGE PLASMA

Q Theoretical data base/capability is staggeringly great! Relatively simple structures
can seemingly be calculated at will. Theorists seem to trust results to within ± 10-
20fs, and in most cases where experimental comparisons with "the best" calculations
have been done, this seems to be the case.

O For edge-pJasma ions, major share of comparisons is with An - 0 resonance line
excitations. Only one case (Li*) where comparison of experiment and theory has
been done for intercombination transition.

D Need for more comparisons for all cases of intermediate charge ions, and
particularly for non-resonance transitions.
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Needs and Applications of Theoretical Data
for Electron Impact Excitation

Anil K, Pradhan

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 432)0

As u is exceedingly difficult 10 treasure experimental eross sections for electron impact

excitation, nearly all data for practical applications is obtained from theoretical calculations.

Recently an evaluated compilation of available cross sections and rate coefficients has been

completed by Pradhan and Gallagher (At. Data and Nucl, Data Tables, in press) containing

references of data sources, accuracy rating and a description of the methods.

The asirophysieal and the fusion communities are the prime users of atomic data. In

particular the next generation of space-based observatories (HST, AXAF, SIRTF) the

Explorer missions (EUVE, SOHO, FUSE) and the ground-based very large telescopes,

(i.e., > 8 m) will produce a virtual flood of spectroscopic data in all spectral ranges, from

the far infra-red to the hard X-ray, for many cosmicaliy abundant atoms and ions up to the

fourth row of the periodic table. On the other hand heavier systems up to uranium continue

to be of interest in accelerators, ion-storage devices, lasers and of course fusion plasmas.

The primary' methods for collisional work are:

• Close Coupling (CC) R-matrix and Breit-Pauli R-matrix

• Distorted Wave (D\V) and relativistic DVV

• Bom, Coulomb-Bom and Coulomb-Bethe

The CC codes have been developed mainly at Belfast and London1 and the DW and

relativistic DW by a number of researchers.2 For low ionization stages with many strongly

coupled states it is necessary to employ the CC method, although the calculations are very

computationally intensive. However, for highly charged ions the relativisik DW

approximations appear 10 be quite adequate.3 The most problematic cases are heavy ions

where both ihe relativislic and the correlation effects are important. It is then preferable to

use the Broil-Paula or the Dirac CC methods; however, very few of such calculations have



so far been carried out owing to the very large number of scattering channels involved, It

has been pointed out by Badbekk et aH that one of the main features of the CC method, line

auiaienieing resonances, may be included in DVV calculations penwrbatively, although

interference effects in overlapping resonances are not considered. For complex, many-

ejection systems however, the calculation of accurate cross sections requires the use of

relattvistic CC approximation and some studies have now been carried out* using model

potentials and modifications of the R-matrix method. It is often necessary to complement

the calculations with the use of simpler weak-coupling approximations, such as CB and

CBe, at high energies or high partial waves.

With the primary aim of collisional calculations a new project called the Iron Project, has

been initiated by several members of the Opacity Project6 group to carry out detailed CC

calculations, using the relativistic and non-relativistie R-matrix methods, for most of the

astrophysieally important ions. The calculations for all ions of Iron, and a number of ions

of other elements, are now under way with particular emphasis on the fine structure

transitions in the first phase of the Iron Project. The atomic data will be of primary

importance in the interpretation of the infra-red observations as well as the ultra-violet

spectra from satellites such as the SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory).

In brief, one might conclude that the basic methods employed to compute the radiative and

collisional data have in recent years been computationally advanced to a degree where the

varied and columinous needs of the user communities may be substantially met.
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Needs and Applications
Laboratory and Astrophysical Observations in the 90's

Astronomy:

• Space Based Observatories twith high resolution spectrometers)

SI, FUSE SJRJP M M SQHO

UV.XUV IR X-RAY XUV

6MM2O0A MQQiim 1-2(X)A 3(XM6(X)A

Ground Based Ohsen'atories (Optical, Near IR)

Several very large telescopes > 8 m aperture

KECK, VATICAN, MMT, COLUMBUS

(with high resolution faint object specuographs)

Atomic Data Workshop, March 26-27,1992

(SOI !O) Detailed comparisons

e.g., very liule reliable (checked) or complete daia for Iron ions: Fe 1 - Fe XII
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(Selected Ionic Species. e,g>, Ti, Cr, Fe, Cu,,...,,)

Non-LTE. laser produced plasmas (sub-picosecond, femto-sec)

Several contributing ionization stages

High Density effects!! 102- cnr3

-» Plasma Effects

iQ Confinement (Specific ionic species)

Special processes are imponani 1014 cm*3

e.g., Change-Exchange (CEX) following Neutral Beam Injection

+
Collisional Excitation

U

Recombination

enhancement

Info on velocity
and concentration
of H in tokainaks

LAA
•I—I—I—I—h

6 8 n
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Specific lontaation Stages

Collisianally Produced Population Inversion

e,s,, Ni-like Ta (Z=73) at 44, 83A

Metastable

Rapid Dipole Decay

3d10 (J=0)

Other systems, e.g., Ne-like
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Status, Needs and Applications of
Theoretical Eledron»Ion Collision Data

Astronomy:

Fusion:

Lasers:

Z = 1-28

B, Be, C, 0 , S, A,

Fe. Ni, Mn, Cr, W

Ne-like

Ti, Se, Cu. Ag,

Sm. An. TJI

Ki like

Cl

, Mo

Almost all ionization stages (Z)

,4

A number of selected Z

Specific Z

ELECTRON CORRELATION + RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS

Current Status: (Pradhan & Gallagher, 1992)

r

Iso-

Elcctronic

Sequences

1 si & 2nd rows of periodic table: "Done"

("Exception": Fe XVII (CC, Relativisiic

Se XXV) DW, BP)

3rd Row: Partially studied,

bin problems (e.g., S + , Si+)

Inadequate CI. incomplete eigcrfunciion expansion

4th Row: Very little work (l-e II...)
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Atomic Effects and Methods

Effects:

Configuration Interaction (target)

Coupling

Polarization

Resonances

Relaiivistie (fine structure)

Intermediate Coupling

Radiation Damping in e-ion collisions

Electron Correlation Effects;

Very Important in many cases

Essential for most cases

with Z> 10

Small for Z< 26 (?)

(15% in V for 1 >S0 -23S,, in Fe XXV)

Approximations:

Close Coupling (R-Matrk) + IC ©i BP

DVV + IC

ReJativistie DW Grant's Code

Dirac - Fock DW DescJaux's Code

Rdaiivistit R-Matrix (in development)
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Almost all available excitation data up to 1990

Over 1,500 papers reviewed

At, Data & Nud. Data Tables

In Press (1992)

AN EVALUATED COMPILATION

OF THEORETICAL DATA SOURCES FOR

ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITATION OF ATOMIC IONS

ANIL K. PRADHAN

Department of Astronomy, Ohio State Universit

Columbus, Ohio 43210

and

JEAN W.GALLAGHER

Standard Reference Data

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899
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Accuracy Evaluation or Available
Electron Impact Excitation Data (Theoretical)

800

700

No. of Data

Sources 600

500

400

300

200

100

C

—

-—

—

—

A B

D

E

U
i

Figure 4

O.K.
A < 10% Uncertainty

B < 20 % Uncertainly

Check! C < 30 % Uncertainty

Do noi use

(If you can

help in!)

D - 50 rk Uncertainty

E > x2 Uncertainly

U -•- Uncertain
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(0
(Non-Relativistk) e + Fe II

38 - State LS Calculations

1.

2,

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

IS.

19.

20.

21.

3d6 (5D) 4s

3d?

3d6(5D)4s

3d?

3d6(5P2)4s

3d6 (3H) 4s

3d<M3P2)4s

3d6 (3G) 4s

3d6 (3D) 4s

3d6(5D)4p

3d6(5D)4s

3d6(5D)4s

3d6(5D)4s

3d6 (5D) 4s

3d6 (5D) 4s

3d6 (3PI) 4s

3d6 (3F1) 4s

3d6(3P2>4p

3d6 (3P2)4p

3d6 (3H) 4p

3d6(3H)4p

a6D

a4F

a4D

a4P

b4P

a4H

b4F

b4F

b4D

z6D0

z6p0

z6P0

z4p0

z4D°
z4P0

C4P

c4F

z4p0

y4p0

Z
4G°

22.

23.

24,

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32,

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

3d6 <3H) 4p

3d6(3P2)4p

3d6 (3F2)4p

3d6(3F2)4p

3d6(3F2)4p

3d6(3O)4p

3d6(3G)4p

3d6(3G)4p

3d6 (3D) 4p

3d6(3D)4p

3d6 (3D) 4p

3d6 (3PI) 4p

3d6 (3FI) 4p

3d6(3PI)4p

3d6(3PI)4p

3d6(3FI)4p

3d6(3FI)4p

z4j0

y4D»

y4p0

X 4 D0

y4G0

x4G»

x4p0

y4H0

4P0

w 4 F 0

w4D0

v4D0

4G0

4SO

4p0

4D»

u4p0

10?
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iii)
UUIalivisticI

41 • State Fine Structure Calculation

1,

2,

3,

4,

S,

6.

?,

8.

9,

10.

n.
12,

13.

14.

15.

16,

17.

18.

19.

20.

21,

3d6 (asD) 4s [a6D]

3d6U\5D)4sU6D]

3d6(a5D)4s|a6D|

3d6(a5D)4s(a6PJ

3d6(asD)4sla6D]

3d7 (a4F|

3d7 la4F)
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5/2

3/2

1/2

9/2

7/2

5/2

3/2

1/2

22,

23.

24.

25.

26,

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36,

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

3d6 ia5D) 4p |z6F°J

3d6(a5D)4p|z6F°|

3d6 (a5D) 4p fz6F°]

3d6ia5D)4p!z6F°j

3d6(a5D) :p|z6F°]

3d6(a5D)4p|z6F°)

3d6 ta5D) 4p |«4P°|

3d6 (a5D) 4p [^}\

3d6 (a5D) 4p (z4!^)

3d6(a5D)4p|z4FtI|

3d6 (a5D) 4p |z4F°J

3d6(a5D)4p|z4F°]

3d6 (a5D) 4p tz4F°|

3d6(a5D)4plz4D°)

3d6 (a5D) 4p [z4D°|

3d6 (a5D) 4p |z4D() |

3d6(a5D)4p|z4D°|

3d6(a5D)4p|z4P°j

3d6 Ca5D) 4p f/4^')

3d6(a5D)4pIz4P°)

11/2

9/2

7/2

5/2

3/2

1/2

7/2

5/2

3/2

9/2

7/2

512

3/2

7/2

5/2

3/2

1/2

5/2

3/2

1/2
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e + Fe II: 6D 9/2 - 4F 9/2
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Fine Structure {Breit - Pauli)
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E {Rydbergs)

.5

Figure 5

Nussbaumcr, Pettini, Storey



Iron Project

Iron Group Elements and Ions

Fine structure transitions with relativistic effects

(BP, algebraic reeoupling + term coupling in target)

Large scale calculations: Fe II, Fe III

Fe II: 38 LS terms, 41 f.s. levels

Felll: 136 LS terms, (?) f.s. levels

— Corridor Transition Arrays: 3d6,3d54s, 3d54p

— Huge PEC resonances

- 3dS4p 1 D i p o l e

3d54s — 3d54p * Core Transition

~ 32 MVV Memory -» C r a y Y-MP

- 300 - 400 CPU hours J
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Conclusion

Will soon reach the limits of the Y-MP, but may be able to calculate

accurate collisional and radiative data tor many of the Iron Group

elements.

Z > 26 => Massively Parallel Systems

Need 1(P times increase in computing capability.

Limits and convergence of close couping expansions need to be

explored far more extensively than has been done.

New joint initiative at Ohio State with Atomic and Molecular

physicists for:

(i) massively parallel architecture

(ii) compiler driven, object oriented code generation (Gibbs

Project)

(iii) new algorithms and languages (C++)

K. Wilson, I. Shaniu, R. Pitzer, C. Bender, P. Burke,

E. Hayes
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Summary of Session
on

Relativist ic Effects, Indirect Processes, Resonances, etc.

Yong-Ki Kim

Atomic Physics Division
National Institute of Standards & Technology

Gaithershurg, AID 20899

The scheduled speakers were Mau Hsiung Chen and Alfred MUller. Chen summarized

theoretical tools available at LLNL for electron-impact cross sections for ionization,

various kinds of excitations and recombination. He emphasized the fact that radiative

decay will reduce the contribution of multiply excited or inner-shell excited slates to

ionteation, though his codes did not take into account of interference effects between

various channels. Also, he reminded us that relativists effects are difficult to predict

without reliable calculations. Agreement between theory and experiment was particularly

impressive for dieleetronic recombination.

Miiller showed numerous examples of cross sections for high-Z ions interacting with

relatively low energy electrons. Many of the presented results were taken at the GSl

heavy-ion storage ring, using the "accel-decel" technique to generate highly-charged ions

with little kinetic energies. He presented examples of collisional recombination of

uranium for which experimental cross section was much larger than theory. With respect

to ionization, he also showed examples of strong interference between the direct

ionization channel and auioionizing channels. He predicted that a new generation of

experiments with high-resolution, high-Z ions will be performed soon.

After the scheduled talks, six participants made short presentations. Yukap Hahn stated

that the shake-off process is important for high-n (principal quantum number), low-

1L ions. This effect seems to decrease for high-Z ions.

Verne Jacobs discussed interference among different radiative channels that contribute to

the line shape and width.
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Sheldon Dai? argued that the electron momentum distribution seen by an ion dutnncliny,

through a crystal is well understood. Clear understanding of the momentum distribution

is crucial to the interpretation of the K-shell ionizution experiment performed by Harvey

Gould and associates for highly charged uranium ions,

Chander Bhalla showed examples of using the Campion profile of u target ion after frame

transformation in ion-ion collisions to explain angular distribution of ejected electrons

(observed in the laboratory frame). For fast ion projectiles, electrons in the target ion

behaves as if they are free electrons with intrinsic momentum distributions.

Doug Sampson presented examples of enhanced excitation cross secuons of hydrogenic

ions due to the relaiivistic interaction between the incident electron and the bound

electrons in the target ion. This interaction is known as the Moller scattering in electron

collision theory, while it manifests itself as the Breit interaction in relativistic atomic

structure theory,

Dave Norcross culled our attention to a serious discrepancy between theory and

experiment on a large resonance in the elastic scattering of electron by neutral Cs. This

resonance is considered to arise from the formation of the 6p2 3P (Cs) state. Relativity

will allow this level to decay through autoionuation, while nonrelativisuc iheory allows

only for a decay by photo emission.
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Direct and Resonant Processes in Electron-ton Collisions
Recent experimental accomplishments and plans for the future

Alfred MUller

tnstiuafiir Keniphysik, University Giessen
Instiuafur Strahtenphysik, Universiifit Stuitgan

A number of different experimental facilities are used to siudy electron-ion collision

phenomena with ions ranging from singly charged up to nearly completely stripped even

for the heaviest atoms in the periodic table of elements.

One of the goals of the atomic physics program at the experimental storage ring (ESR) of

GS1, Darmstadt, is the investigation of recombination processes of very highly charged

ions with free electrons. In particular, ii is planned to .study radiative recombination (RR)

and dieleeironic recombination (DR) of ions such us Bim* and Bi81+ in a center-of-mass

(CM) energy range of the electron-ion system from Ecm = 0 io Ecm « 130 keV. Before

these experiments can be carried out, it is necessary to learn how to use the electron

cooler as a target for electron-ion collision measurements. This is difficult because the

cooler is primarily needed to keep the ion beam ccld and stable in energy and this

requirement is disturbed by the detuning of the electron energy which is necessary to

study collisions at non-zero CM energies: highly charged ions are subject to extremely

strong cooling forces which drag the ion beam towards the new electron velocity. Test

experiments arc performed to investigate the problems arising from the twofold task of

the electron cooler. In a first test run dielectronic and radiative recombination rates of

45 GeV An7f>+ were measured in a CM energy range up to 50 eV.1 With an energy

spread as low as about 2 eV doubly excited states of Au7S+ with configurations

Is-2p\j2.6li arc clearly resolved. Sensitive tests arc now possible for sophisticated

theoretical calculations. (Theoretical data based on Dirac-Fock-Breit and semi-

rcl.uiv isiic calculations for the system studied are available from the Giessen and Auburn

theory groups; see ref. 1.) This work is unique in a twofold meaning: it constitutes the

first successful experiment at ESR (which is the only facility in the world where RR and

DR can be studied with such highly charged ions at such low CM energies) and it pushes

the limits of electron-ion work towards the relalivistic regime.
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h\ a separate experiment -also at GSI— making use of a dense cold electron

election ion recombination is studied ai electron densities up to 101*1 enr^. This density

is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than that provided by electron coolers in storage

rings. In addition, there are no problems with drag forces on the ion beam as it is the ease

in a storage ring when the energy of the cooler is detuned, DR was measured for Ar^*

tons with both AH S 0 and AM = 1 core transitions,^4 RR was studied using Arls+ and

J/2S+ j o n s , At zero CM energy the observed recombination rates are much higher than

expected for RR. While in the care of <ArIS+ the discrepancy can be explained

qualitatively on the basis of eollisional-radmtive recombination, the (/28+ data wiih their

enhancement beyond RR theory by nearly 2 orders of magnitude still remain a mystery.

Ample beam time for experiments clarifying this question has been granted to our group

by the scientific board of GSI,

Electron-impact ionization has been studied in great detail using crossed electron and ion

beams, Particular attention was devoted to the Lithium sequence. The availability of

sufficient ion current even from ECR ion sources limited these studies to ions with

atomic numbers below 10. For O s + the statistical limits were pushed below the 0.1%

level and a huge variety of structures was found arising from resonant and direct inner-

shell excitation and subsequent electron emission.4 The observed dependences of

indirect contributions indicate increasing relative importanre as the atomic number

increases. Therefore we plan to extend these experiments to ions in higher charge states

employing the capabilities of heavy ion storage rings to provide excellent beams of

highly charged ions and very good energy resolution in electron-ion collision studies. A

new experimental setup at the Heidelberg storage ring TSR5 is underway. Experiments

wish ions such as Sl3+ or C«*8+ are planned.

In electron-ion collisions the production of inner-shell vacancies plays an outstanding

role and! gives rise to ail the interesting phenomena found in single and multiple

iionization of ions. Moreover, resonant inner-shell or outer-shell excitation (dielectmnic

capture) with subsequent emission of one electron leads to structure in elastic (and

onellastteK scattering crass sections of electrons from ions. In any of ihese cases electrons

with characteristic energies ate likely to be emitted and thus the spect«>seopy of emitted

ekcrans can open up a new window to a better understanding of electron-ion collision

enia. A test experiment will be set up at the University of Stuttgart.
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DIELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION:

Au7h+ (Is-2s) + e — • [Au7-s+( 1 s-2pn t )]**—• Au7S+ + photons

Eon = 0 -50 e V

20*, 2pin2P and 2p*«6''i

RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION:

Au'H1 s^2s) + e —*- [Au75+ (I s22sm )J* + photon

limit for field ioniz. n < 120
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• First successful experiment at ESR

• First high-Z iow-Ecm measurements
of dielectronic recombination
of radiative recombination

• Absolute rates (cross sections) obtained

t Energy spread AEcm < 2eV at
ion energy = 45 GeV lab
electron energy = 126 KeV

t Individual contributions from 2p3n 61; observed

• Sensitive lest of theory possible

• Extension into the rckuivisiic rcsimc



II. Recombination in a cold
dense electron target
at the UNILAC

•e
up to 1010 cm"3
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e + U28+ -> U27+ + photons
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III. Electron impact ionization of ions
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S'- >• % \

highly charged ion
slowly passing through

a "sea" of cold electrons

plasma effects
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Interference of READI with direct ionization (res. - exc. - auto-double-ionization)
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Electron impact ionization
planned at TSR in Heidelberg
with Li-like and Na-like ions

e.g. S13+, Cu18+, Fe15+

Advantages: no metastable ions

high ion currents

good energy resolution



IV. Electron energy spectroscopy
in electron-ion collision experiments

(Characicrist ic-cnergy)

electrons from:

resonant elastic scattering

resonant inelastic scattering

excitation-autoionization

REDA

inner-shell ionization

Set collision energy to defined number

«« »• beam-foil excitation

«« »» ion-atom collisions with excitation
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Schematic of experimental set up

e.g. at a storage ring

Elektronenspektrometer

Joninstrahl
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Relativist!? Calculations of Electron Impact loni/.utiun and Die lee I runic
Recombination Cross Sections for Highly-charged Ions

M, H, Chen and K, J, Reed

High Temperature Physics Division
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

Electron-impact ioniztuion and dielectronic recombination (DR) are important atomic

processes in hot dense plasmas. They can influence the ionization balance, electron

temperature, electron density, and level populations of the plasmas. In the past decade,

intense theoretical and experimental studies have revealed that indirect processes can

make significant contributions to the electron-impact ionization cross sections. The most

important indirect process is excitation of an inner shell electron followed by Auger

emission (EAK Higher-order processes such as resonant excitation followed by

sequential double Auger emission (REDA), or by auto-double- ionization in one step

(READ1), can also contribute to the ionization.

For highly-charged ions, effects of relativity and intermediate coupling are very important

in the calculations of atomic structure and transition rates. In addition, radiative decay

becomes more important, and the effects of channel coupling become much less

pronounced as Z increases. Hence, the relativistic distorted wave approximation and the

muUiconfiguration Dirae-Fock (MCDF) method are suitable approaches in the treatment

of electron collisions with highly-charged ions.

There are three major ionization mechanisms, namely, direct ionization, excitation

autoionization, and resonant excitation-double autoionization. For ionization of a 3s

electron in a Na-like ion, these ionization processes can be described schematically by

e + Is2 2s2 2f 3s -» Is22s2 2p* + e + e, (1)
e + 1 s2 2^s 3s -» Is2 2^ 3s \\(>. + e

H> Is22s22p* + e+e , (2)

and



e + I s 2 21* 3s -»ls32f73sn/ nY

f ^ s n " /* + e

2s-2p* + e + e. (3)

Assuming that the direct and indirect ionization processes are independent, the total
ionization cross section cr̂  is given by

c a P

— cap
where cr, is the direct ionization cross section; o , e x and a, are excitation anda t k
energy -averaged capture cross sections, respectively.

B4 and B are the branching ratios for the single and double Auger emission

respectively. We have employed this procedure to calculate the electron impact

ionization cross sections for Na-like1-2 and Li-like3-4 ions. The direct ionization cross

sections and the inner-shell excitation cross sections were evaluated using the relativistic

distorted wave method with relativistic configuration interaction target wave functions.

The capture cross sections and branching ratios were calculated using detailed Auger and

radiative rates which were computed using the MCDF model.5'6 The results for Fe l 5 \

F*** and Fc~v are displayed in Figs. 1-3.

There are several important factors which can influence the calculation of the ionization

cross sections. In the calculations of the REDA cross sections, it is rather important to

include all the possible Auger pathways (loss channels). Neglecting the loss channels can

result in the overestimation of cross section by as much as a factor of 3 (Fig. 4).1*

Radiative damping also plays an important role especially for highly-charged ions.

Including radiative decay in the determination of the branching ratio reduces the EA cross

sections for Se:'* and U s l ' by factors of 2 and 4, respectively1'2 and reduces the REDA

cross sections for Kr** by as much as a factor of 5 (Fig. 5).
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\n Fi£, 6, the theoretical cross sections for Fe'*" from the detailed MCDF distorted wave

calculations' are compared with the predictions from the configuration-averaged

approximation7 and the close-coupling method,** For 750 < E £ 800 eV, ihe cross

sections from the configuration-average approximation are much larger than the MCDF

remits. Since the branching ratios vary widely among different auto ionization states, the

configuration-average approximation can lead to serious errors in REDA cross sections.

The discrepancies between the close-coupling results and the MCDF predictions are
mostly due to the neglect of the important contributions from ihe 2ps3s4f n(* and

2s2p*"3s3i nV intermediate slates in ihe close-coupling calculations.8

Effects of relativity and intermediate coupling can drastically alter the transition rates of
each autoionizaiion state. This can seriously affect the capture cross sections and the
branching ratios. For example, the Auger rate for the ls2s(3S)2p 2Pin stale of \Jm* is

increased by a factor of 100 due 10 the inclusion of the effects of relativity and magnetic
and retardation corrections,1' The branching ratio for the Is2s2p 4PSfl state can only be

determined accurately by including the spin-spin interaction in the calculations of Auger

rate and the magnetic quadruple X-ray transition.3

For the sodium isoelectronic sequence, the EA process is found to enhance ihe ionizaiion

cross sections by a factor of 4 for 26 £ Z <, 92.l<2 There are only a few intermediate

states contributing significantly lo the EA cross sections. The enhancement persists to

very heavy ions. The REDA process contributes about 20-30% lo the average lotal

ionization cross sections for Fe!S*, Kr25* and Xe43* ions. The REDA processes are

manifested by a number of strong narrow resonances (Fig. 1). For Li-like ions, the

indirect processes contribute only 10-20% to the total ionizaiion cross sections (Figs. 2-

3).:M As in the case of Na-like ions, the enhancement persists to very highly-charged

ions. For low-Z ions, the distorted wave results are found to agree very well with the

close-coupling predictions, showing that the coupling effects are relatively small

(Fig. 2).4

The detailed Auger and radiative rates calculated using the MCDF model have also been

utilized to calculate the dielectronie recombination cross sections and rale coefficients.w

The effects of relativity on the K-shell DR cross sections are found to be very

important.111 In Fig. 7, the KLL DR cross sections for Mr5* is shown." One can see lhai

relativity shifts the peaks to higher energies. The effect of intermediate coupling splits

she relative few lines in non-relativistic spectra into many lines and ihe amplitude of ihc
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main line is reduced by n«>re than a factor of 2, The relaiivistte effects on ihe

ss secuwis are much reduced hm are still quite significant for heavy ions,11

The OR rate coefficient is a sum over many transitions and hence is much less sensitive

to the effects of relativity. Nevertheless, relativity increases the K-shell rate coefficients

for H g ^ by as much as 32% and reduces the LMM rate coefficients for U82* by 37% at

the peak temperatures (See Fig, 8),u

DR cross sections of highly-charged He-like and Ne-like ions have been measured using

the KBIT device at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.12 u Good agreement

between the MCDF predictions and the experimental results has been attained.

In summary, we have developed a practical relativistic theory for electron impact

ioni?;uion and dielectronie recombination for the highly-charged many-electron ions. We

have shown the importance to include ihe effects of relativity and intermediate coupling

and the need to perform detailed calculations including all possible Auger and radiative

channels. For highly-charged medium and heavy ions, experimental confirmation on the

REDA processes is desirable.
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ig, I, Electron-impact ionization tross sections for Fe l s \ The dashed curve shows the

direct ionmuion cross sections. The lower solid curve represents total cross

sections with excitation autoionization. The upper solid curve indicates the total

cross sections including REDA contributions as well. From Ref, 1.

Fig, 2, Comparison of distorted-wave cross sections (solid curve) with close-coupling

results (dashed curve) for F*\ From Ref. 4.

Fig, 3, Electron impact ionizaiion cross sections for Fe23*. The dotted, dashed and solid

curves represent the direct, direct + EA and total cross sections, respectively.

From Ref, 3,

Fig, 4, The effect of loss channels on the REDA cross sections for 0s*. From Ref. 4.

Fig. 5. REDA cross sections for Krs* from the 2ps3s3^n^ intermediate states as

functions of electron energy. The dotted curve indicates the results without

radiative decay in the determination of branching ratios. The dashed curve

displays the values with radiative decay in the second step. The solid curve

represents the results including radiative decay in both steps.

Fig. 6. Comparison of electron-impact ionization cross sections from the MCDF

distorted-wave method (solid curve) with the predictions from the close-

coup J ing theory (dotted curve) and the configuration-average results (dashed

curve). From Ref. 1.

Fig. 7. The KLL DR cross sections for Nr6*. The solid curve displays the results from

the MCDF calculations in intermediate coupling. The dashed curve represents

the predictions from the non-relativisiic LS coupling. From Ref. 11,

Fig. 8. DR rate coefficients for Hg7s* as functions of electron temperature. The solid

and dash-dotted curves display the results from the MCDF calculations with and

without Breit interaction. The dashed curve represents the values from the non-

rebtivistic LS coupling calculations. From Ref, 11.
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Electron*ion Recombination in
The Close-Coupling Approximation

Sultana N, Nahar

Depart ment of Astronomy,
The Ohio State University,

Columbus, OH 43210

A new computational method has been developed for the total electron-ion recombination,

incorporating both the radiative recombination (RR) and the dielectronic recombination

(PR). The detailed photoionization cross sections, 0pj, and DR cross sections are obtained

in the close coupling approximation using R-matrix method and using the same target

(residual ion) wave function expansion. The general scattering theory of DR by Bell and

Seaton1 has been employed to calculate the DR collision strengths for the first time, Total

recombination rate coefficients « R for C I, N II, O III, FIV and Ne V of the carbon

isoelectronie sequence are obtained.

The earlier treatments consider RR and DR independently and using different

approximations though the separation is nonphysical. Also "low T" DR and "high T" DR

are treated separately, thus requiring 3 different sen; of results to obtain the total

recombination rate coefficients. In the present formalism one set is provided for the total

recombination rates. Fig. 1 shows OCR for O III where the solid curve represents the

present total recombination rate coefficients in the temperature range of 3.5 £ log IQT <

6.0, the dashed curve represents RR rate coefficients of Aldrovandi and Pequignot2, doited

curve to "low T" DR rate coefficients by Nussbaumer and Storey3 and asterisks to "high T"

DR rate coefficients of Badnell and Pindzola4. The two other curves, dotted chain and

dashed chain, represent low n and high n contributions as explained below of the mw

computational method.

The present method divides the recombination problem into two regions, (i) low n bound
states region (n £ No), where RR dominates for low Z, and (ii) high n bound states region
(No < n £ «.), where DR dominates.

For the low n region, all the bound states with n £ No = HO and d. £ l,,,ax = 3 are

considered which increases with high son charge (see the Table). Detailed photoionization
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cross sections including uutoioniiing resonances (Fig, 2 shows an example lor C I) are

calculated for all these states in the close coupling approximation, The resonances arc

resolved using fine quantum defect mesh, Milne relation is used lor the recombination

cross sections from o P l As calculation of photoionization cross sections include Rydberg

series of autoionizing resonances and their detailed profiles, we can obtain total effective,

for both RR and DR. recombination rate coefficients from these cross sections.

in high n region, recombination proceeds mainly through DR, and Bell and Seaton theory

is employed to obtain averaged DR collision strengths (Fig. 3 shows an example for N II),

All states with n > 10 and ( <> * m a x ~ ^ a r e considered and DR rale coefficients are

obtained.

Fig 4, shows the total C*R for C1, N II, O 111, F IV and Nc V of C sequence where peak at

high T in each curve is mainly due to DR contributions,

Present method enables computing total electron-ion recombination rate coefficients in a

consisting manner using the same eigenfunction expansion for both electron impact

excitation and photoioni/ation. Future extensions of the present work will include fine

structure and external field effects.
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Fig, I, Recombination rate coefficients, % , of 0 III, The solid curve represents the

present total QSR, the dotted chain to contributions from states n £ 10, dashed-

chain to the DR contribution from n > 10, The dashed curve represents RR rate

coefficients by Aldrovandi and Pequignot, the dotted curve to low temperature

DR rate coefficients by Nussbaumer and Storey, and asterisks to high temperature

DR rate coefficients by Badnell and Pindzola,

Fig, 2, Photoionteation cross sections of the ground 2s22p2(3p) and excited 2s2p^(^D°),

Fig, 3, Averaged collision strength for dieleetronic recombination, <Q(DR)>, of e+N III

~» N II (solid curve). The filled circles represent collision strength for electron

impact excitations, fi(EIE), for transitions 2P° =» (2D,2S,2P),

Fig, 4. Total recombination rate coefficients, aR, for C I, NII, O Uf, FIV, and Ne V.
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Modified Resonance Amplitudes with Strongly
Correlated Channels

Yukap Hahn

Department of Physics
University of Connecticut

Swrs.CT06269

Correlated many-electron processes are common in electron-ion collisions and also in

photon- and ion-initiated collisions. Creation of an inner-shell vacancy in high energy

collisions is usually accompanied by one or more electron shake-off, and simultaneous

two=eleetron collision®] excitations and double charge exchanges in ion-atom collisions

are some of the examples of the strongly correlated processes. These phenomena involve

simultaneous transitions of three or more electrons, and often compete with the step-by»

step cascade processes, To correctly describe such multi-electron reactions, the

correlated vertices of the following form are needed:

Wm = I W 1 , 2 3 ) 1 % , Wim = VnG(WAWnG (1,2,3,4)VM, etc.

The transition amplitudes for multi-electron processes are then evaluated simply by

Tfi-<f\W\i>, However, it is difficult to evaluate the correlated vertices W because of

the many-body nature of the Green's functions G. On the other hand, a simple but crude

approach to the multi-electron amplitudes may be given in sudden approximation in

terms of the overlap integrals </U">, as employed by Carlson and Krausc1-2. This

procedure seems to be reliable to within a factor of two when the shake-off probabilities

are small (< 0.3).

We report on a recent study3 of the multi-electron correlated processes in electron-ion

resonance reactions. It was shown that the effect of shake-off is important when one or

more electrons are in high Rydberg states. For example, during the Auger decay of a

doubly-excited resonance stale that contains a Rydberg electron, the core charge

distribution changes drastically enough to shake off the loosely bound electron. This

effect has hitherto been neglected in all the resonance formulae and we proposed3 a

modification of the Breit-Wigner type resonance formula4'5 to take this into account, as

r = ra + rr + r« + r«
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whew the subscripts « and r denote the Auger and radiative transhions, and as and rs for

the shake-aff contributions associated with the a and r transitions, respectively, The

region of parameters, the initial degree of ionization Z of the target ion and the Rydberg

state principle quantum number n, where such modification is important has been

identified. The effect of this modification on the resonance processes is most prominent

for light ions with low degrees of ionization; for example, Be I with the configuration

Isfilpnh with n > 5. The improved theory was applied6 to the cascade decay of the Is

hole in Ar II created by synchrotron irradiation, with approximately five percent change

in the final charge state distribution. All the previous treatment of the resonance

processes were re-examined in view of this serious modification, but fortunately it was

found that all the data are very little affected. Future calculation of the resonance

amplitudes should be carefully tailored to be consistent with the new formula.

This work reported here was supported in part by a DOE grant, Fundamental Interactions

Branch, Div, of Chemical Sciences, Office of Energy Research. Travel support by

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is appreciated.
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A DENSITY-MATRIX APPROACH TO THE

BROADENING OF SPECTRAL LINES BY

AUTOIONIZATION, RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS, AND

ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONS*

V. L. Jacobs

Complex Systems Theory Branch, Code 4694
Condensed Matter And Radiation Sciences Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D, C. 20375-5000

ABSTRACT

A density-matrix description has been developed to investigate the

broadening of atomic spectral lines by autoionization processes, radiative

transitions, and electron-ion collisions in a high-temperature plasma. Using

Liouville-space projection-operator techniques, collisiona! and radiative

relaxation processes are incorporated on an equal footing with

autoionization v.ud radialive stabilization. Particular interest is directed at

the precise determination of the spectral line shapes for dielectronic

recombination satellite transitions.



I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to Doppler broadening, which is produced by the

thermal or turbulent motion of the radiating atomic system, and Stark

broadening, which is the result of the quasi-static action of the electric-

microfield fluctuations generated by the perturbing ions, the shapes of

spectral lines emitted by atomic systems in a high-temperature plasma are

determined by the effects of a multitude of elementary autoionization

processes, radiative transitions, and electron-induced collisional transitions.

Our primary objective is to develop a comprehensive theory in which all

broadening mechanisms can be treated on an equal footing. Particular

interest is directed at the broadening of the prominent dielectronic

recombination satellite lines, which can accompany the resonance lines of

multiply-charged ions in the X-ray spectra of high-temperature plasmas.

We employ the density-operator description of radiative

transitions of an electronic system that is simultaneously interacting with a

much larger system. We utilize the Liouville-space projection-operator

formalism to investigate the dynamics of the "relevant" part of the density

operator (Zwanzig, 1961; Fano, 1963; and Fano 1957). These methods are

applicable to the general dynamical evolution of interacting quantum-

Riechanical systems, independent of the initial conditions. We emphasize

that it h not necessary to assume that the initial states of the system are

thermodynamic-equilibrium states.
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The central quantity in (he theory t • spectral-line broadening

by plasmas is the frequency-dependent self-energy or relaxation operator

(Zwanzig, 1961; Fano, 1963), The relaxation-operator approach is directly

applicable to the description of other broadening mechanisms, in addition

to those associated with electron-ion collisional interactions and plasma

electric mierofields. The additional broadening mechanisms of primary

interest in this investigation involve autoionization processes and radiative

transitions (Jacobs and Davis, 1980). A central objective of our density-

matrix approach is to provide systematic and self-consistent treatments for

both the level population and line shape problems in the description of

radiative transitions of atomic systems in a high-temperature plasma.



II, THE DENSITY-MATRIX DESCRIPTION

We introduce the following partition of the total Ilamiltonian

for the interacting matter (M) and radiation-field (R) system, where the

matter system is further subdivided into an electronic subsystem (S) and a

system of perturbing particles (P):

H = H° + V (1)

H° = HM + HR = IIs + Hp + HR (2)

V = VM + VMR = V s p + VSR + VPR. (3)

We assume that the eigenvalue problem for the unperturbed
Hamihonian H° has been solved. A general eigenstate of H° can then be
represented in the fuetorized, direct-product density-operator form

pi = pS®pP®pR. (4)

The separable form for the initial state "i" implies that initially there are no

correlations between the electronic subsystem, die perturbing particles,

and the ladiation field. The density operators p s , pp, and p R are

represented by diagonal matrices. For example,
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The time evolution of the density operator p(t) for the

interacting system, which at an arbitrary time t cannot be assumed to be

expressible in the faetorized form, is given by the quantum Liouville

equation of motion

(6)

Assuming that the Hamiltonian H is independent of time, the density

operator p(t) at an arbitrary time t can be related to the initial density

operator p(t«), by means of the Liouville-spaee time-evolution operator

g(t, to), as follows:

p(t) = U(t, to) p(to) U(t, to)1 = g(t, to) p(to), (7)

where

g(t, to) = cxp[-iL(i-to)l. (8)

For a measurement process represented by the final-state

projection operator Pr , the probability per unit time for the radiative

transition i —> f in the combined interacting matter plus radiation-field

system can be defined as

i -» f )=Hm -Tr fPrpd) ] , (9)
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or as

A(i -» 0 = Jim ~ THPf gO. to) pi(U))J. (10)
i™*00 Ut

The transition rate can be alternatively expressed, as a Liouville-space

inner-product, in the equivalent form (Ben-Reuven and Rabin, 1979)

A(i -* 0 = Jim — «Prl g(t, to) lpi(to)»- (H)

The transition operator T(z) is defined, in terms of the

asymptotic time limit of the time-evolution operator g(t, to), as follows

t

Tlie transiiion operaior T(z) is related to ihe resolvent or Green's op>erator

( z - L ) 1 (J3)

by means of the Liouville-space Lippmann-Schvvinger equation

T(z) = V + V G(z) V. (14)

Following Zvvanzig (1961), we introduce the projection

operaior P onio the subspace of the "relevant" degrees of freedom
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(corresponding to the unconelated electronic subsystem and the detected

photon modes) and ;he complementary, orthogonal projection operator Q

onto the subspace of the correlated states of the combined system. The

definition for P can be expressed in the form

P = l p B » « I B L 05)

where pB denotes the component of the factorized density operator which

represents the "bath" degrees of freedom and IQ denotes the unit operator

in the subspace of these degrees of freedom. The effect of the projection

operator P on an arbitrary tetradic operator A can be expressed in the

form

« P A lp ,» = « T r u (A pB) lp i» . (16)

The result of the trace operation is an average over the "bath" degrees of

freedom. This average yields a reduced operator, which is defined on the

subspace spanned by the "relevant" degrees of freedom.

The transition probability per unit time A can be expressed, as

a Liouville-space matrix element involving only the "relevant'* slates, in

terms of the "relevant" transition operator Tr(z), The "relevant" transition

operator Tr(z) can be expressed, by means of a Lippmann-Schwinger type

equation involving explicitly only the "relevant" interaction V\ as fcUows

(Ben-Rcuvcn and Rabin, 1979):

Tr(z)= Vr + Vr GrU) Vr. (17)



The interactions of the electronic subsystem of interest with Ihe perturbing

particles and the other modes of the radiation field are incorporated by

means of a self-energy operator £(z) in the expression for the "relevant"

resolvent operator

* P G(z) P = P Iz - P L° P - P R(z) P J"1 P, (18)

where

P R(z) P » Vr + I(z) (19)

and

R(ss) = V + V Q (z-Q L Q)~] Q V. (20)

In lowest-order perturbation theory, the self-energy corrections can be

expressed as the sums of the individual transition rates that each elementary

autoionization, radiation, and collision process would produce if acting

alone.
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III. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN ELECTRIC-DIPOLE

TRANSITIONS

The single-photon spontaneous radiative emission rate for

electric-dipole transitions between a group of upper states "a" and a group

of lower states "b" of the electronic system is given, in the conventional

approximalion of retaining only the resonant contribution, as follows:

Ar(a -» b) = - i Tr { Pb f
 r(+i0) ft, }, (21)

or by

A,(a -» b) =
V 3 h <r

L(a -> b, to), (22)

where L(a -» b, to) is the line shape functions given by

L(a -* b, to) = - | - | Im Tr ( D-G(O)) pfD ]. (23)

The above teiradic-matrix form has and expansion in terms of the discrete

eigenstates "a" and "b" of the electronic subsystem. This expansion is

identical to the result derived by Barangcr (1958) and by Kolb and Griem

(1958).
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The isolated-line approximation is obtained by retaining only

the diagonal matrix elements of the reduced resolvent operator G(o)). The

impact approximation involves the neglect of the frequency dependencies

of the shift operator A and the width operator F, which correspond to the

real and imaginary parts of the self-energy operator Z, respectively. The

line shape formula that is given by Eq. (23) then reduces to an incoherent

superposition of individual Lorentzian profile functions, each of which

may be expressed in terms of the familiar form

L(n -» b, to) = -
1

71
V J

Im| (to - tOab - Aab) + iFab/2 ] " ' (24)

The isolated-line approximation is expected i« expected to be valid

provided that the separations of the individual lines are large compared

with their widths.

The lowest-order nonvanishing perturbation-theory

contributions to the total width Fab give rise to a sum of the partial widths

due to the various autoioniation, radiation, and collision processes:

as)

The relative importance with respect to Doppler broadening is given by the

Voigt parameter

avo id = rab/(4icAvDOPPLER). (26)
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The partial line width due to the possibility of autoionizaiion

processes from both the initial and final states in the radiative transition is

given, in terms of the autoionization rales Aaui0 , by

j). (27)

The partial line width due to spontaneous radiative transitions is given, in

terms of the usual Einstein radiative transitions rales Ar , by

(28)
b'

The partial line width due to induced radiative transitions is given, in terms

of the cross sections a for the induced radiative transitions, as follows

o(a -» a'; to, Q) + Y o(b -» b'; (0, Q)

, Q)/htolu(odQ. (29)

The partial line width due to binary electron-ion collisions can be

expressed, in terms of the inelastic collision rates C c and the elastic

scattering amplitudes / , by the result:



+ Nc < J dQ Ve l/a(ii) - fa(Q)\2 ), (30)

lTii,s result 1ms been obiained by Baranger (1958).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Liouville-space density-operator formalism provides a

convenient framework for the systematic and unified investigation of a

diverse class of resonant and non-resonant radiative transitions in complex

electronic systems. The familiar isolated-line and impact approximation

results are recovered in lowest-order perturbation theory when only the

resonant contribution is considered. Work is in progress to derive explicit

expressions for the spectral line shapes without making these

approximations.
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Numerical Calculation of Correlated Wavefnnctions for the Coulomb

Three-body Problem

Consider two electrons moving in the field of an infinitely heavy nucleus of charge C,

If the electrons have position vectors r j , j\», tin Hamiltonian

where

^ = ( ^ r f -^ iwoa^, (2)

and 0 is the angle between f} and r;».

"l"he exact nonrelativistie wavefunctitui for a state of total spin $ and total orbital

angular momentum /. can be expanded as follows,

uf^)yuh(£, L + w - €) (3)

where © is a spin eigenfunction, and yi,\i, (£,(') are the usual coupled spherical harmonics.
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Then it is straightforward to derive a set of coupled equations satisfied by the functions

Vv» whose arguments are the three "dynamical" variables f(, f^ and 0,

The diagonal Hamiltonian has the obvious form

(2)

while the coupling t*»nns are given by

fer j s 1,2, General formulae for the coefficients & have been obtained from angular

momentum theory.

Each function is expanded in products of splines,

(-1)

and the collocation principle is applied in the usual way to obtain the equations satisfied

by the vector of ] ̂ i(ri,,,ra,i,^) > on the collocation lattice.
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The Basis-splme collocation method

We start with the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

The wavefunetion V >s *-hen expanded as

k

where the TU- are a series of local functions known as basis splines and the $* are the time-

dependent expansion coefficients. The basis splines are piece wise continuous, diflerentiable

polynomials of arbitiwy order,

We now discretize the problem by demanding that the Schrodinger equation be obeyed

exactly at a set of points {£«,} known as collocation points, Examining fir;t llie wave-

function, it is possible to make the definition

*

\Ye also make the definitions

(5)



Next, examining the Sehrodinger equation i I self, if the HainillQiiian is fjiveii by

(hen putting the previous expansion into the Schrodinger equation gives

We now demand that this equation be obeyed exactly at the collocation points and include

the transformation to the lowered indices, allowing us to write (2) as

where

and

B"i. -
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He(2s2)

Fig. 1. The He(2s!) wavefunclion at t = 0 a.u.

IBS



Fig. 2. The lime evolution of the He(2si) wavefunction is depicted for times t = 0,

17.5 and 37.5 a.u. at three values ot 9r$, the angle between f( and F.., The action

of the propagator is given by \j>(t + At) = e'



The correlation function is defined as

P(t) ^< #(«) | *(( - 0) > (1)

(«ime dependent overlap of the time evoU-ed wf will* I he initial wf). For an auloionixing

stia?e we expect s

e"J< (2)

The spectral function is the Fourier transform of the correlation function,

It will display resonances corresponding to the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Line fitting

techniques can refine the determination of the complex eigenvalue

(4)

(see e.g. M Hermann and J Fleck, PR A 38, 6000 (1980)).
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'iJ'

Fig- 1. The ground itate of helium, He(la% is depicted for times t = 0 and 61 a.u. at

three values of £|2, the angle between f5 and F3. The stationary nature of the stale

is manifested.
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Time-dependent perturbation theory model

Consider a HatnUtonian which includes a complex absorbing potential (absorb wf at walls,

§Sve eigenvalues a width).

«=* w,,-+r + nr *= w,. (i)

Assume complete set of states for H,

Kfr = (Sk - i%/2)<h - Ekfa (2)

For the full Har.iHtonian

t itn/dt (3)

expand

k

Standard result of time-dependent perturbation theory

pI-'«»l (5)
A-

where

1»* =< 0,, | T I ̂ . > (6)
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string couplhtg approximation, assume only V,,u is important

2) assume 0,1,(0 is more slowly varying than r'"'11 |lt and i»iegr«to

3) for I > 2,;

172
* • * «

I) Correlation Cunction

(J)

(2)

(6)

^, I *„
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Bound and Continuum 1 e states
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Fig. 8. Spectrum of bound and continuum one electron states obtained without a

complex absorbing potential, indicating the discrete nature of the 'continuum' in

this finite domain represented on the lattice.
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Fig. 9. Displayed is the form of the absorbing potential chosen, illustrating thai it is

zero within the extent of the initial state and that it then increases for larger values

of radial distance. The open circles indicate the positions of the collocation points.
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Fig. 10. Spectrum of bound and continuum one electron states obtained with the

complex absorbing potential displayed in Fig. 9. Note that the width of the states

is such that the continuum is more densely represented.
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Fig. 11. The correlation function illustrating the decay of the tfe(2.r) state when the

complex absorbing potential is included so as to pr fide a good representation of the

continuum and prevent the unphysicd replenishment of the state from its discrete

representation. The dashed curve indicates the expected exponential decay based

on the accepted value of the decay constant.
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Comments on Inclusion of tThe Generalized Breit Interaction in
Electron Impact Excitation of Highly Charged Ions

D, H, Sampson, II L. Zhang and C, J. Fontes

Department of Astronomy ami Astrophysics
Pennxstvannia State University

University Park. PA 16802

In recent work [1,2] the lowest order QED correction to the Coulomb interaction

between the active bound electron and the free electron, the so - called generalized Breit

Interaction, has been included in relativistic distorted wave calculations of electron

impact excitation of highly charged H - like, He - like, and Li - like ions. For H - like

ions the results for the n = 1 - 2 transitions are in good agreement with the earlier work of

Walker |3J and recent work by Moores and Pindxola |4), For the n = 2 transitions it is

found that there is essentially no effect for any ion with Z £ 92, where Z is the nuclear

charge number. For n = 2 - 3 transitions the effect is also quite small, but more

significant. It mostly ranges from about 2% to 4% for Z = 54 and is about twice this for

Z = 92, with the exception of the 2pi/2 - 3s transition, where the near threshold effect is

about 19%, For the n = 1 - 2 and n = 1 - 3 transitions the maximum effect is much larger

and ranges from about 4Q, for Z = 26 to 68% for Z = 92.

For He - like and Li • like ions calculations were made only for near threshold energies

for the n = I - 2 transitions. Although the maximum effect is quite similar to that for H -

like ions with the same Z value, the effect is larger and is more significant for a much

larger fraction of transitions in these more complex ions. For example, inclusion of the

generalized Breit interaction has almost no effect for the Is - 2p* and Is - 2p transitions

in H - like ions with Z = 26 and 54, but is quite significm for transitions involving these

same orbital transitions in He - like ions with corresponding Z values. This is illustrated

by the sample results given in Tables I and II. Here 2p* and 2p mean 2pi/2 and 2p3/&

respectively. The entries labelled C in the tables are those calculated with only the pure

coulomb interaction, while those labelled BO, GB and GBI indicate results calculated

using the original form for the correction to the coulomb interaction proposed by Breit |5-

?|. the real part of the Breit interaction and the full generalized Brett interaction,

respectively.



One sees from (he results in (he tables that (he three forms of the Breit interaction lead 10

nearly the same results when 2 s» 54, Also, by comparison of the OB and GBI entries one

sees that neglect of (he imaginary pan of the generalized Breit interaction, which reduces

the computing time by about a factor of 2, leads to rather small error, even for Z = 92.

However, comparison of the BO approximation for the generalized Breit interaction does

lead IO appreciable error for such a high value of Z,
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TABLE I, Collision strengths for the 6 n-\ to n-2 transi-

tions iu He-Uke ions with 2=26, 54 and 92. The final scattered

energies are 70eV, 300eV and lOOOeV, respectively.

Tranaition

la2-(l323)0

l32-(la2s)l

7.

3.

C

6871-4]

6261-4]

8.

3.

Z * 26
BO

102[-41

6001-4]

8.

3.

GB

101[-4]

604t-4]

GBI

8.1011-4]

3.604M1

ls2-Ua2p*)0 2.267[-41 2,108[-4] 2.108MI 2.108[-4]

Ia2-(la2p*)l 8.079(-4] 8.140M] 8,143[-4) 8.143t"4]

l32-U32pU 2.122 [-3] 2.077t-3) 2.077 [-3] 2.0771-3]

Ia2-(ls2p)2 1,065[-31 1.082(-3] 1.083C-31 1.0831-31

Z - 54
Transition C 80 GB GBI

Is2-(1323)0 2.260[-4] 2.777C-4] 2.772[-4] 2.773[-4]

132-(1323)1 9.931t-5] 1.046[-4) 1.062M1 1.066M1

l32-(ls2p*)0 6.21K-5] 4.468C-5] 4.474t-5] 4.477J-5]

l32-(ls2p*)l 2.854(-4] 3.016[-4] 3.055(-4] 3.05BM]

Is2-<l32p)l 4.U3[-4] 3.769C-4] 3.79BM1 3.804[-4]

Is2-(la2p)2 2.332M1 2.548[-4] 2.5791-4] 2.S80C-4]

Transition

la2-(ls2s)0

Is2-(l32s)l

ls2-(ls2p*)0

Is2-(la2p*)l

Ia2-(ls2p)l

C

1.503[-41

5.53M-5]

3.383[-5]

1.194t-4]

1.156[-4]

Z - 92
BO

2.321[-4]

8.456t-5]

1.198[-5]

1.815t-4]

9.763[-5]

GB

2.311[-41

8.9611-5]

1.2461-51

1.9651-4]

1.041[-4]

GBI

2.319 M l

9.1981-5]

1.289[-5]

1.997 M l

1.087[-43

Is2-<la2p)2 6.4741-5] 9.128[-S] 1.0091-41 1.0161-4]
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TABLE n, Collisoa lUwfthi for n-1 to n«2 and n»2 to

n«2 Umaiitiont in hydrogeoic ions with 2>»26, 54 and 92. The

final scattered «Mrgm an 70oV «nd 300eV for ions with Z»2C

and 3*54, respectively. Fbr ions with Z*92 the final scattered

energy is 2000eV for the n«l-2 trmnntiou and 900cV for the

n*2-2 transitioni.

1 - 2 6

Transition

Is - 2s

is - 2p*

Is - 2p

2s - 2p«

2s - 2p

2p*« 2p

Transition

Is - 2a

Is - 2p*

Is - 2p

2s - 2p*

2a * 2p

2p«- 2p

Transition

la - 2a

is - 2p«

la - 2p

2a - 2p»

2s - 2p

2p*- 2p

C

I,139[-31

1,4111-31

2.1931-3]

4.919C-1]

3.0561-1]

2.594[-2]

C

3.271[-4]

3.6671-4]

6.412[-4]

1.5671-2]

5.6311-2]

S.6SIC-3)

C

2.074(-4]

1.5431-4]

1.S2U-4)

1.3141-2]

1.36«[-21

1.613t-31

BO

1.179 M ]

1.470[-3]

2.1661-3]

4.9191-1)

3.0571-1]

2.5931-2]

X - 54
BO

3.8491-4]

3.6401-4)

6.265(-4]

1.574(-2]

S.637(-2]

5.642(-3)

X - 92
B0

3.1S9{-4]

1.944[-4]

1.I94E-4)

1.3961-2)

1.350(-2)

1.5931-3]

1

1

2

4

3

2

3

3,

6.

t,

5.

5.

3.

2.

2.

1.

1.

1.

OB

.179t-31

.mt-aj

.1601-3]

.919t-l]

.0571-1]

.5931-2)

GB

.•621-4)

.6761-4]

•346C-4)

.574[-2]

.6371-2)

646C-3]

GB

233C-4)

1071-4)

07St-4)

395C-2)

352[-2]

605[-3)

1

1

2

4

3

2

3

3

C.

t,

s.
5.

3.

2.

2.

1.

1.

1.

SIX

.1791-3)

.4711-3)

.161[-3]

.919C-1)

.0S7[-i)

.5931-2)

GBX

.•67J-4)

.6801-4]

.354C-4]

.S7«t-2)

.637[-2)

.646(-3)

GBX

265r-4)

1451-4)

1301-4)

3961-2]

352C-2]

6071-3]
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Summary of Workshop

Yong-Ki Kim

Atmnk Physics Division
National Institute of Standards & Technology

Gaithershurg, MD 20S99

Norman Bardsley raised an intriguing question: Will the R-matrix calculation eventually

converge if we provide all the wave functions needed? My answer is: Unlikely. The R-

matrix theory (or related close*coupling theory) must use a set of target wave functions

realistic enough to be able to identify outgoing channels after a collision, i.e., the wave

functions must represent low-lying bound states well. For this reason, the target states

that are used in the R-matrix calculation will not represent highly excited or continuum

slates of the target very well. Moreover, the theory assumes a product type wave

function, as far as the incident (and scattered) electron is concerned. Expanding the wave

function for the compound state (n+1 electron state) into product-type wave functions

assumed in the R-matrix theory is already a severe approximation, as we know well from

the example of He.

!n bound-state calculations, we solved this problem by using "multiconfiguration Hartree-

Fock" and related methods, where not only the configuration mixing coefficients but also

radial functions are varied for each state to represent correlation well, producing

"relaxed" orbitals which are different for different states, though they may bear the same

quantum numbers. In addition, correlation orbitals in a MCHF calculation do not

resemble any "real" excited state orbitals; the former is actually a condensed

representation of all excited orbitals, including continuum. For example, a "correlation"

3d orbital introduced in a MCHF calculation for He (Is2 + 2s2 + 2p2 = 3d2) peaks where

the Is orbital peaks, while a "real" 3d orbital representing an excited state of He (Is3d)

pgaks where 3s and 3p orbitals peak. In spite of these cumbersome "baggages," the

MCHF method is the best one to account for correlation in many-electron atoms. The

MCHF method, however, cannot easily be adapted into the R-matrix method because

"correlation" and "relaxed orbitals" are different for each state, even though they may

cany the same labels (i.e., quantum numbers) hence requiring one to retain many radial

functions with duplicate labels and to include all nonvanishing overlap matrix elements in



collision formulation! The conventional R-matrix and close-coupling method use a

set of orthonormal radial functions for all target states included in a calculation,

w avoid a computational nightmare associated with nononhogona! radial functions,

However, this does not mean we must despair. As one of the participants mentioned at

ihe workshop that we must be realistic about the accuracy we aim at. Probably, we

already have reached the level of 20-30% prediction capability in most major collision

events again for highly-charged ions, where good wave functions are easier to get.

The bottom line is, in my opinion, that we should slowly move toward neutral end, and

think about either simplifications or new methods to treat intermediate incident energies

(2-15 in threshold units) to extend impressive successes achieved for low incident

energies. Since we already know how to handle very high incident energies, this will

complete theoretical coverage of electron-ion collisions. (Easier said than done, of

course!)
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Workshop on Electron-Ion Collisions

Program

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8

7:00 • 9:30 p.m. Reception in the courtyard by the swimming pool at the Radisson

THURSDAY, APRIL 9

9:00 • 9:1$ p.m. Welcome

K, Bota Clark Atlanta University
A. Z. Msezane Clark Atlanta University
K. J. Reed Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

9:20 a.m. ftvneryistic Co-ordination of Theory and Experiment

msckssi»H Leader: R, Phaneuf Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Speaker!: P, Beiersdorfer Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Speaker 2: M, Pindzola Aubum University

10:20

12:00

- 10:30

noon

a.m. Break

Discussion

Lunch

1:30 p.m. New Theoretical and Computational Methods

Discussion Leader: N. Bardsley Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory
Speaker 1, K. Berrington Queen's University, Belfast
Speaker 2: C. Boucher * Oak Ridge National Laboratory

2:50

4:45

8:00

• 3:00 p.m.

p.m.

p.m.

Speaker :

Break

Discussion

Bus to Hotel

Wnrkshon Dinner

Robert O. Goodman Special Assistant To The
Under Secretary Of The Navy



FRIDAY, APRII. 10

9:00 a.m. Needs and AoDlicallons for e.lon C'oilisional Data

Discussion Leader R. Clark
Speaker I 0. Dunn
Speaker 2 A, Pradhan

Los Alamos National Laboratory
J1LA, University of Colorado
Ohio State University

10:20 - 10:30 a.m. Break

Discussion

12:00 noon Lunch

1:30 p.m.

Discussion Leader
Speaker I
Speaker 2:

Relativislic Effects. Indirect Processes. Resonances, etc.

Y. K. Kim
M. Chen
A. MUller

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Universitat Giessen

2:50 - 3:00 p.m. Break

Discussion

4:45 p.m. Summary and Closing

5:00 p.m. Bus to Hotel

In the discussion periods any participant may present vu-graphs or other materials relevant
to the discussion.

* C. Boucher's paper was presented by D. Sclultz
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